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OPTICAL SENSOR AND IMAGE FORMING 
APPARATUS 

CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED 
APPLICATIONS 

0001. The present document incorporates by reference 
the entire contents of Japanese priority documents, 2003 
102745 filed in Japan on Apr. 7, 2003, 2003-102766 filed in 
Japan on Apr. 7, 2003 and 2003-327264 filed in Japan on 
Sep. 19, 2003. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

0002) 1) Field of the Invention 
0003. The present invention relates to an optical sensor 
that receives the Specular reflection light of incident light 
irradiated onto an illumination object, and an image forma 
tion apparatus that employs the optical Sensor. 
0004) 2) Description of the Related Art 
0005. An image formation apparatus such as that dis 
closed in Japanese Unexamined Patent Application Publi 
cation S64-35455, for example, is known as an image 
formation apparatus using an optical Sensor. In this type of 
image formation apparatus, a density-detecting toner patch 
(reference pattern) is created on the Surface of an image 
carrier Such as a photoSensitive body in order to obtain a 
Stable image density, and the density of the patch is detected 
by an optical sensor. In this image formation apparatus, 
image density control is performed on the basis of the 
detection results of the optical Sensor to adjust the develop 
ment potential by modifying the fabrication light intensity 
for latent image formation, charging bias, developing bias, 
and So on, or to adjust the target toner density value inside 
the developing machine when a two-component developing 
System is used. The optical Sensor uses the reference pattern 
as a detection object, and is therefore known as a P (pattern) 
Sensor. A reflection optical Sensor comprising light emitting 
unit and light receiving unit is typically used as the optical 
SCSO. 

0006 A type of reflection optical sensor is known which 
detects specular reflection light generated when the light 
irradiated onto an illumination object is specularly reflected. 
This type of reflection optical sensor is disclosed in Patent 
Document 1 and So on. Taking a case in which toner density 
(the toner adhesion amount) on a photosensitive drum is 
detected, the detection principle employed when a reflection 
optical Sensor which detects specular reflection light is used 
as a P Sensor is as follows. 

0007 When no toner adheres to the surface of the pho 
tosensitive drum (illumination object), the incident light is 
Specularly reflected by the Surface of the photoSensitive 
drum, and Specular reflection light is received by a light 
receiving element in accordance with the reflectance of the 
Surface of the photoSensitive drum. Conversely, when toner 
adheres to the Surface of the photoSensitive drum, the 
incident light is absorbed by the toner or reflected diffusely 
by the toner. Hence, in cases where incident light is blocked 
by toner before reaching the Surface of the photoSensitive 
drum, or specular reflection light from the Surface of the 
photoSensitive drum is blocked by toner before reaching the 
light-receiving element, no specular reflection light is 
received by the light-receiving element. Thus the amount of 
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light received by the light-receiving element decreases as the 
amount of toner which adheres to the surface of the photo 
Sensitive drum increases. Accordingly, the toner adhesion 
amount on the Surface of the photoSensitive drum can be 
detected on the basis of the amount of light received by the 
light-receiving element. 

0008 An optical sensor using lead-type elements, for 
example, is also known as a conventional reflection optical 
Sensor. In an optical Sensor using lead-type elements, a 
light-emitting element and a light-receiving element are 
fixed in a resin case formed with an indentation which 
matches the elements. The light-emitting element and light 
receiving element are connected to a Substrate by lead wires, 
and thus light emitting Signals or light receiving Signals are 
eXchanged with the main body of the apparatus. In an optical 
Sensor using lead-type elements, the elements are fixed 
inside a resin case, and hence the positioning accuracy of the 
light-emitting element and light-receiving element is depen 
dent on the manufacturing precision of the resin case. Since 
the resin case is a molded product, irregularities in the 
manufacturing precision are virtually nonexistent. Hence by 
creating a resin case which matches the optical System, a 
reflection optical Sensor with a high degree of element 
positioning accuracy can be obtained. 

0009. An optical sensor using surface mounted elements, 
in which the elements are placed directly onto a Substrate 
without the use of leads, is also known. By using these 
Surface mounted elements, reductions in cost and improve 
ments in productivity can be achieved in comparison with 
conventional lead-type elements, and moreover, the entire 
optical Sensor can be reduced in size. 
0010. However, the following problems are encountered 
in conventional optical Sensors and image formation appa 
ratuses Such as those described above. 

0011 FIG. 23A and FIG. 23B are schematics for illus 
trating States that toner is transferred to the Surface of a 
photosensitive drum 5 Serving as an illumination object. 
When the surface of the photosensitive drum 5 is irradiated 
with incident light L. from a light-emitting element, not 
shown in the drawing, of a P Sensor, and the incident light 
L is not obstructed by toner T, the incident light L is 
Specularly reflected by the photosensitive drum Surface, and 
the resultant specular reflection light L is received by a 
light-receiving element not shown in the drawing. However, 
the incident light in the region of the drawing indicated by 
diagonal lines is obstructed by the toner T and cannot reach 
the light-receiving element. When detecting Specular reflec 
tion light, the optical path of the incident light must be 
inclined in relation to the normal direction Z of the photo 
Sensitive drum Surface. Hence a Surface area S of the part 
of the photosensitive drum surface which does not contrib 
ute to the Specular reflection light that is received by the 
light-receiving element is larger than the Surface area of 
orthogonal projection of the toner T in relation to the 
photosensitive drum Surface, or in other words a Surface area 
So of the part of the photosensitive drum Surface that is 
actually occupied by toner. More specifically, the proportion 
of the Surface area S of the part of the photosensitive drum 
Surface which does not contribute to the Specular reflection 
light that is received by the light-receiving element in 
relation to the Surface area So of the part of the photosen 
Sitive drum Surface that is actually occupied by toner (here 
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inafter, “the shadow factor”) increases. Hence, as shown in 
FIG.23B, when a toner particle Tapproaches another toner 
particle T, the Specular reflection light of a Space S. 
between the toner particles is not received by the light 
receiving element even though no toner exists in the Space 
S. As a result, at the Stage when toner is transferred to the 
photoSensitive drum at intervals of approximately the Space 
S2, it becomes difficult to detect the adherence of more toner 
using a PSensor. Hence in regions where a large amount of 
toner is transferred to the photoSensitive drum Surface, the 
sensitivity of the Psensor which detects specular reflection 
light decreases, and thus it becomes difficult to detect the 
toner adhesion amount. 

0012 FIG. 24 is a graph for illustrating a relationship 
between an amount of black toner transferred to the Surface 
of the photosensitive drum and the output voltage of the P 
sensor that detects specular reflection light. FIG. 25 is a 
graph for illustrating a relationship between an amount of 
color toner transferred to the Surface of the photoSensitive 
drum and the output voltage of the P sensor that detects 
Specular reflection light. AS can be seen from these graphs, 
in the case of both black toner and color toner, variation in 
the output Voltage of the PSensor in relation to increases in 
the amount of transferred toner is Sufficiently large up to an 
adhesion amount of approximately 0.3 mg/cm, and hence 
the toner adhesion amount can be detected. However, when 
the adhesion amount exceeds this level, there is Substantially 
no change in the output voltage of the PSensor, and hence 
the toner adhesion amount cannot be detected. Note that in 
the case of color toner, as shown in FIG. 25, the output 
Voltage of the PSensor Switches from monotonous decreas 
ing to monotonous increasing on reaching approximately 0.4 
mg/cm. This is a phenomenon which occurs due to a 
property according to which black toner absorbs light, but 
color toner diffusely reflects light. In other words, according 
to this phenomenon, in the case of color toner, diffuse 
reflection light that is diffusely reflected by the color toner 
is received by the light-receiving element as well as Specular 
reflection light, and the amount of diffuse reflection light 
received by the light-receiving element increases as the 
toner adhesion amount increases. 

0013 Particularly in recent years, the miniaturization of 
toner particle diameter has progressed and the roundness of 
toner has improved, and hence limits on the detection of 
toner adhesion amounts by a PSensor which detects specular 
reflection light have become substantially narrower. To 
explain this using the graphs shown in FIG.24 and FIG. 25, 
the point at which variation in the output voltage of the P 
Sensor in relation to the toner adhesion amount Substantially 
ceases is currently shifting to a lower toner adhesion 
amount. 

0.014) More specifically, in the case of a fine particle toner 
having a weight average particle diameter of 8 micrometers 
or less, the Surface area of a recording paper Surface that is 
covered when a single toner particle is spread over the 
recording paper by the heat and preSSure generated upon 
adhesion is Small. Accordingly, in order to obtain a uniform 
image density, more toner must be used as the particle 
diameter of the toner decreases. Hence, when detecting the 
toner adhesion amount on the Surface of an image carrier So 
as to obtain a desired image density, regions in which the 
toner adhesion amount is large in accordance with the Small 
particle diameter of the toner must be detected with good 
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Sensitivity. In other words, Since the toner adhesion amount 
detection range of the P sensor shifts toward the high 
adhesion amount Side as the particle diameter of the toner 
decreases, limits on the detection of the toner adhesion 
amount by the P sensor become substantially narrower. 
Moreover, as shown by the graphs in FIG. 24 and FIG. 25, 
the toner adhesion amount is typically expressed as a toner 
weight per Surface area unit, and the toner weight is pro 
portionate to the toner Volume. In this case, if the toner 
radius is assumed to be R, then the toner Volume decreases 
in proportion to 1/R as the toner diameter is reduced, and 
hence the toner weight also decreases in proportion to 1/R. 
AS a result, the point at which variation in the output Voltage 
of the P sensor in relation to the toner adhesion amount 
Substantially ceases shifts to a lower toner adhesion amount, 
and hence limits on the detection of the toner adhesion 
amount by the Psensor become even narrower. 
0015. In the case of toner having a high degree of 
roundness, in which the average roundness is 0.93 or more, 
the aforementioned shadow factor tends to increase. AS a 
result, the sensitivity of the Psensor which detects specular 
reflection light in relation to regions on the photosensitive 
drum Surface having a large toner adhesion amount 
decreases, making it difficult to detect the adhesion amount 
in Such regions. 
0016. An optical sensor used to detect an amount of toner 
transferred to a photosensitive drum was described above, 
but any optical Sensor which receives Specular reflection 
light to detect the amount of an illumination object which 
does not specularly reflect light existing on an object which 
Specularly reflects light also possess Similar problems 
regarding the narrowneSS of the detectable range. 
0017 Further, the positioning accuracy of a surface 
mounted light-emitting element or light-receiving element is 
dependent on the positioning accuracy when the Surface 
mounted element is Surface mounted on a Substrate. How 
ever, this positioning accuracy is limited, and a degree of 
positioning accuracy as high as that obtained with a lead 
type element, where element positioning is performed using 
a resin case, cannot be achieved. Hence in a conventional 
optical Sensor using Surface mounted elements, irregularities 
occur in the positioning accuracy of the light-emitting 
element or light-receiving element even in identical prod 
ucts. As a result, a uniform light receiving Sensitivity cannot 
be obtained when an illumination object is irradiated with 
light from the light-emitting element. In other words, irregu 
larities occur in the detection characteristic of a Sensor even 
when the product is identical. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

0018. It is an object of the present invention to solve at 
least the problems in the conventional technology. 
0019. The optical sensor according to one aspect of the 
present invention includes at least one light emitting unit 
that emits a light; a first light receiving unit that receives 
Specular reflection light from an illumination object when 
the light is incident on the illumination object with an 
incidence angle and specularly reflected with a reflection 
angle; and a Second light receiving unit that receives diffuse 
reflection light from the illumination object when the inci 
dent light is diffusely reflected at the illumination object. 
The Sum of the incident angle and the reflection angle is 25 
degrees or leSS. 
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0020. The optical sensor according to another aspect of 
the present invention includes at least one light emitting unit 
that emits a light; a first light receiving unit that receives 
Specular reflection light from an illumination object when 
the light is incident on the illumination object with an 
incidence angle and specularly reflected with a reflection 
angle, and a Second light receiving unit that receives diffuse 
reflection light from the illumination object when the inci 
dent light is diffusely reflected at the illumination object. A 
light condensing member is provided on at least one of 
incident light path along which the light from the light 
emitting unit travels to the illumination object, a specular 
reflection light path along which the Specular reflection light 
travels to the first light receiving unit, and diffuse reflection 
light path along which the diffuse reflection light travels to 
the Second light receiving unit. 

0021. The optical sensor according to still another aspect 
of the present invention includes at least one light emitting 
unit that emits a light; a first light receiving unit that receives 
Specular reflection light from an illumination object when 
the light is incident on the illumination object with an 
incidence angle and specularly reflected with a reflection 
angle, and a Second light receiving unit that receives diffuse 
reflection light from the illumination object when the inci 
dent light is diffusely reflected at the illumination object. 
The at least one of the at least one light emitting unit and the 
first light receiving unit is formed by a Surface mounted 
optical means in which an optical element is Surface 
mounted on a Substrate. 

0022. The optical sensor according to still another aspect 
of the present invention includes at least one light emitting 
unit that emits a light; a first light receiving unit that receives 
Specular reflection light from an illumination object when 
the light is incident on the illumination object with an 
incidence angle and specularly reflected with a reflection 
angle, and a Second light receiving unit that receives diffuse 
reflection light from the illumination object when the inci 
dent light is diffusely reflected at the illumination object. 
The Second light receiving unit is disposed outside of a 
Virtual plane including incident light path along which the 
light from the light emitting unit travels to the illumination 
object and the Specular reflection light path along which the 
Specular reflection light travels to the first light receiving 
unit. 

0023 The image formation apparatus according to still 
another aspect of the present invention includes an image 
carrier having a Surface that specularly reflects a light, a 
toner image forming unit that forms a toner image on the 
image carrier; an optical Sensor that detects an amount of 
toner transfer when the toner image forming unit transfers 
toner to the image carrier to form the toner image; and an 
image density control unit that controls an image density 
based on a result of detection by the optical Sensor. The 
optical Sensor includes at least one light emitting unit that 
emits a light; a first light receiving unit that receives specular 
reflection light from an illumination object when the light is 
incident on the illumination object with an incidence angle 
and Specularly reflected with a reflection angle; and a Second 
light receiving unit that receives diffuse reflection light from 
the illumination object when the incident light is diffusely 
reflected at the illumination object. The sum of the incident 
angle and the reflection angle is 25 degrees or leSS. 
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0024. The image formation apparatus according to still 
another aspect of the present invention includes an image 
carrier having a Surface that specularly reflects a light, a 
toner image forming unit that forms a toner image on the 
image carrier; an optical Sensor that detects an amount of 
toner transfer when the toner image forming unit transfers 
toner to the image carrier to form the toner image; and an 
image density control unit that controls an image density 
based on a result of detection by the optical Sensor. The 
optical Sensor includes at least one light emitting unit that 
emits a light; a first light receiving unit that receives specular 
reflection light from an illumination object when the light is 
incident on the illumination object with an incidence angle 
and Specularly reflected with a reflection angle; and a Second 
light receiving unit that receives diffuse reflection light from 
the illumination object when the incident light is diffusely 
reflected at the illumination object. A light condensing 
member is provided on at least one of incident light path 
along which the light from the light emitting unit travels to 
the illumination object, a specular reflection light path along 
which the specular reflection light travels to the first light 
receiving unit, and diffuse reflection light path along which 
the diffuse reflection light travels to the second light receiv 
ing unit. 
0025 The image formation apparatus according to still 
another aspect of the present invention includes an image 
carrier having a Surface that specularly reflects a light, a 
toner image forming unit that forms a toner image on the 
image carrier, an optical Sensor that detects an amount of 
toner transfer when the toner image forming unit transfers 
toner to the image carrier to form the toner image; and an 
image density control unit that controls an image density 
based on a result of detection by the optical Sensor. The 
optical Sensor includes at least one light emitting unit that 
emits a light; a first light receiving unit that receives specular 
reflection light from an illumination object when the light is 
incident on the illumination object with an incidence angle 
and Specularly reflected with a reflection angle; and a Second 
light receiving unit that receives diffuse reflection light from 
the illumination object when the incident light is diffusely 
reflected at the illumination object. The at least one of the at 
least one light emitting unit and the first light receiving unit 
is formed by a Surface mounted optical means in which an 
optical element is Surface mounted on a Substrate. 
0026. The image formation apparatus according to still 
another aspect of the present invention includes an image 
carrier having a Surface that specularly reflects a light, a 
toner image forming unit that forms a toner image on the 
image carrier; an optical Sensor that detects an amount of 
toner transfer when the toner image forming unit transfers 
toner to the image carrier to form the toner image; and an 
image density control unit that controls an image density 
based on a result of detection by the optical Sensor. The 
optical Sensor includes at least one light emitting unit that 
emits a light; a first light receiving unit that receives specular 
reflection light from an illumination object when the light is 
incident on the illumination object with an incidence angle 
and Specularly reflected with a reflection angle; and a Second 
light receiving unit that receives diffuse reflection light from 
the illumination object when the incident light is diffusely 
reflected at the illumination object. The second light receiv 
ing unit is disposed outside of a virtual plane including 
incident light path along which the light from the light 
emitting unit travels to the illumination object and the 
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Specular reflection light path along which the Specular 
reflection light travels to the first light receiving unit. 
0027. The optical sensor according to still another aspect 
of the present invention includes at least one light emitting 
unit that emits a light, and a light receiving unit that receives 
Specular reflection light from an illumination object when 
the light is incident on the illumination object with an 
incidence angle and specularly reflected with a reflection 
angle. The Sum of the incident angle and the reflection angle 
is 25 degrees or less. 
0028. The optical sensor according to still another aspect 
of the present invention includes at least one light emitting 
unit that emits a light, and a light receiving unit that receives 
Specular reflection light from an illumination object when 
the light is incident on the illumination object with an 
incidence angle and specularly reflected with a reflection 
angle. A light condensing member is provided on at least one 
of incident light path along which the light from the light 
emitting unit travels to the illumination object, a specular 
reflection light path along which the Specular reflection light 
travels to the light receiving unit, and diffuse reflection light 
path along which the diffuse reflection light travels to the 
Second light receiving unit. 
0029. The optical sensor according to still another aspect 
of the present invention includes at least one light emitting 
unit that emits a light, and a light receiving unit that receives 
Specular reflection light from an illumination object when 
the light is incident on the illumination object with an 
incidence angle and specularly reflected with a reflection 
angle. The at least one of the at least one light emitting unit 
and the first light receiving unit is formed by a Surface 
mounted optical means in which an optical element is 
Surface mounted on a Substrate. 

0030 The image formation apparatus according to still 
another aspect of the present invention includes an image 
carrier having a Surface that specularly reflects a light, a 
toner image forming unit that forms a toner image on the 
image carrier; an optical Sensor that detects an amount of 
toner transfer when the toner image forming unit transfers 
toner to the image carrier to form the toner image; and an 
image density control unit that controls an image density 
based on a result of detection by the optical Sensor. The 
optical Sensor includes at least one light emitting unit that 
emits a light; and a light receiving unit that receives specular 
reflection light from an illumination object when the light is 
incident on the illumination object with an incidence angle 
and Specularly reflected with a reflection angle. The Sum of 
the incident angle and the reflection angle is 25 degrees or 
leSS. 

0031. The image formation apparatus according to still 
another aspect of the present invention includes an image 
carrier having a Surface that specularly reflects a light, a 
toner image forming unit that forms a toner image on the 
image carrier; an optical Sensor that detects an amount of 
toner transfer when the toner image forming unit transfers 
toner to the image carrier to form the toner image; and an 
image density control unit that controls an image density 
based on a result of detection by the optical Sensor. The 
optical Sensor includes at least one light emitting unit that 
emits a light; and a light receiving unit that receives specular 
reflection light from an illumination object when the light is 
incident on the illumination object with an incidence angle 
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and Specularly reflected with a reflection angle. A light 
condensing member is provided on at least one of incident 
light path along which the light from the light emitting unit 
travels to the illumination object, a specular reflection light 
path along which the Specular reflection light travels to the 
light receiving unit, and diffuse reflection light path along 
which the diffuse reflection light travels to the second light 
receiving unit. 

0032. The image formation apparatus according to still 
another aspect of the present invention includes an image 
carrier having a Surface that specularly reflects a light, a 
toner image forming unit that forms a toner image on the 
image carrier; an optical Sensor that detects an amount of 
toner transfer when the toner image forming unit transfers 
toner to the image carrier to form the toner image; and an 
image density control unit that controls an image density 
based on a result of detection by the optical Sensor. The 
optical Sensor includes at least one light emitting unit that 
emits a light; and a light receiving unit that receives specular 
reflection light from an illumination object when the light is 
incident on the illumination object with an incidence angle 
and Specularly reflected with a reflection angle. The at least 
one of the at least one light emitting unit and the first light 
receiving unit is formed by a Surface mounted optical means 
in which an optical element is Surface mounted on a Sub 
Strate. 

0033. The optical sensor according to still another aspect 
of the present invention includes at least one light emitting 
unit that emits a light; and at least one light receiving unit 
that receives specular reflection light from an illumination 
object when the light is incident on the illumination object 
with an incidence angle and Specularly reflected with a 
reflection angle. At least one of the at least one light emitting 
unit and the at least one light receiving unit is Surface 
mounted onto a circuit board. A hole forming member that 
forms a light transmitting hole is provided on a light path 
between at least one of the at least one light emitting unit and 
the at least one light receiving unit and the illumination 
object, a croSS Section of the light transmitting hole is 
Smaller a croSS Section of the light path. 

0034. The image formation apparatus according to still 
another aspect of the present invention includes an image 
carrier having a Surface that specularly reflects a light, a 
toner image forming unit that forms a toner image on the 
image carrier; an optical Sensor that detects an amount of 
toner transfer when the toner image forming unit transfers 
toner to the image carrier to form the toner image; and an 
image density control unit that controls an image density 
based on a result of detection by the optical Sensor. The 
optical Sensor includes at least one light emitting unit that 
emits a light; and at least one light receiving unit that 
receives Specular reflection light from an illumination object 
when the light is incident on the illumination object with an 
incidence angle and specularly reflected with a reflection 
angle. At least one of the at least one light emitting unit and 
the at least one light receiving unit is Surface mounted onto 
a circuit board. A hole forming member that forms a light 
transmitting hole is provided on a light path between at least 
one of the at least one light emitting unit and the at least one 
light receiving unit and the illumination object, a croSS 
Section of the light transmitting hole is Smaller a croSS 
Section of the light path. 
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0035. The other objects, features, and advantages of the 
present invention are specifically Set forth in or will become 
apparent from the following detailed description of the 
invention when read in conjunction with the accompanying 
drawings. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

0.036 FIG. 1 is a cross section of a P sensor of each 
image-forming unit of a printer according to a first embodi 
ment of the present invention; 
0037 FIG. 2 is a cross section of the printer; 
0.038 FIG. 3 is an enlarged view of a magenta image 
forming unit of the printer; 
0039 FIG. 4 is a cross section of the printer for illus 
trating another example of a layout of the P Sensor; 
0040 FIG. 5 is a cross section of a Psensor according to 
a first modification of the first embodiment; 
0041 FIG. 6 is a cross section of the P sensor for 
illustrating another example of configuration; 
0.042 FIG. 7 is a cross section of a Psensor according to 
a Second modification of the first embodiment; 
0.043 FIG. 8 is a cross section of a Psensor according to 
a third modification of the first embodiment; 
0044 FIG. 9 is a cross section of a Psensor according to 
a fourth modification of the first embodiment; 
004.5 FIG. 10 is a schematic of a Psensor according to 
a fifth modification of the first embodiment; 
0.046 FIG. 11 is a cross section of a Psensor according 
to a sixth modification of the first embodiment; 
0047 FIG. 12A is a cross section of a Psensor according 
to a Seventh modification of the first embodiment, cut along 
a first virtual plane including an incident light path and a 
Specular reflection light path; 
0.048 FIG. 12B is a cross section of a Psensor according 
to a Seventh modification of the first embodiment, cut along 
a Second virtual plane including normal of a Surface of a 
photoSensitive drum at a reflection point O, and is orthogo 
nal to the first virtual plane; 
0049 FIG. 13 is a schematic for illustrating a layout of 
a light-emitting element, a first light-receiving element, and 
a Second light-receiving element Seen from normal direction 
to the Surface of the photosensitive drum at the reflection 
point O; 
0050 FIG. 14 is a cross section of a Psensor according 
to an eighth modification of the first embodiment, cut along 
the Second virtual plane including the normal of the Surface 
of the photosensitive drum at the reflection point O, and is 
orthogonal to the first virtual plane; 
0051 FIG. 15 is cross section of a Psensor according to 
a ninth modification of the first embodiment, cut along the 
Second virtual plane including the normal of the Surface of 
the photosensitive drum at the reflection point O, and is 
orthogonal to the first virtual plane; 
0.052 FIG. 16 is a schematic of a typical system of a 
reflection-type optical Sensor according to a Second embodi 
ment of the present invention; 
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0053 FIG. 17A and FIG. 17B are schematics for illus 
trating an example of a Surface mounted element; 
0054 FIG. 18A to FIG. 18D are schematics for illus 
trating a positional relationship between a diaphragm and a 
lens of the Surface mounted element; 
0055 FIG. 19 is a schematic of an example of the optical 
Sensor, 

0056 FIG. 20A and FIG. 20B are cross sections of the 
optical Sensor and a mounting Substrate; 
0057 FIG. 21A and FIG. 21B are schematics for illus 
trating a method of fixing a case to the mounting Substrate; 
0058 FIG. 22 is a schematic for illustrating an example 
of assembly of the optical Sensor; 
0059 FIG. 23A and FIG. 23B are schematics for illus 
trating States that toner is transferred to a Surface of a 
photosensitive drum; 
0060 FIG. 24 is a graph for illustrating a relationship 
between an amount of black toner transferred to the Surface 
of the photosensitive drum and the output voltage of the P 
Sensor that detects Specular reflection light; 
0061 FIG. 25 is a graph for illustrating a relationship 
between an amount of color toner transferred to the Surface 
of the photosensitive drum and the output voltage of the P 
Sensor that detects Specular reflection light; and 
0062 FIG. 26 is a schematic for illustrating a layout of 
a light-emitting element, a first light-receiving element that 
receives specular reflection light, and a Second light-receiv 
ing element that receives diffuse reflection light in a con 
ventional optical Sensor. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION 

0063 Exemplary embodiments of an optical sensor and 
an image forming apparatus according to the present inven 
tion are explained in detail with reference to the accompa 
nying drawings. Although the invention has been described 
with respect to a specific embodiment for a complete and 
clear disclosure, the appended claims are not to be thus 
limited but are to be construed as embodying all modifica 
tions and alternative constructions that may occur to one 
skilled in the art which fairly fall within the basic teaching 
herein set forth. 

0064 FIG. 2 is a cross section of a printer according to 
a first embodiment of the present invention. A paper feeding 
portion 2 is provided in the lower portion of the main body 
of the apparatus, and an image-forming portion 3 is disposed 
above. A paper delivery tray 60 is formed on the upper face 
of the apparatus. The broken line in the drawing indicates a 
conveyance path for recording paper Serving as a recording 
material. The recording paper is Supplied from the paper 
feeding portion 2, whereupon an image formed in the 
image-forming portion 3 is transferred onto the Surface of 
the recording paper. The image is fixed by a fixing apparatus 
50, and then the recording paper is discharged to the paper 
delivery tray 60. Note that paper may be fed manually from 
the Side face of the apparatus, as shown by the reference 
symbol h in the drawing. Further, a two-surface apparatus 90 
is attached to the side face of the apparatus main body. When 
images are to be formed on both Surfaces of the recording 
paper, an image is formed and fixed on one Surface, where 
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upon the recording paper is conveyed along a broken line r 
in the drawing. The front and rear of the recording paper are 
then Switched in the two-surface apparatus 90, whereupon 
the recording paper is fed through a reconveyance portion 40 
So that an image can be formed on the other Surface. 
0065. A transfer conveyor belt apparatus 20 disposed at 
an incline Such that the paper feeding Side is at the bottom 
and the paper delivery Side is at the top is provided in the 
image-forming portion 3. Four image-forming units 4Y, 4M, 
4C, 4Bk for yellow (Y), magenta (M), cyan (C), and black 
(Bk) respectively are disposed in Series from the bottom Side 
of the transfer conveyor belt apparatus 20 along its upper 
running Surface. The image-forming units 4Y, 4M, 4C, and 
4Bk are constituted identically, and hence the magenta 
image-forming unit 4M will be used as an example herein 
after. 

0.066 FIG. 3 is an enlarged view of the magenta image 
forming unit 4M of the printer. The image-forming unit 4M 
comprises a photosensitive drum 5M which serves as an 
image carrier, and the photosensitive drum 5M is driven to 
rotate in the clockwise direction of the drawing by driving 
means not shown in the drawing. A charging roll 6M, a 
developing apparatus 10M, a cleaning apparatus 9M, a toner 
adhesion amount detection sensor (hereinafter, “Psensor”) 
30M, and so on are provided around the photosensitive drum 
5M. The developing apparatus 10M provides the photosen 
sitive drum 5M with toner that is held in a developing sleeve 
11M Serving as a developer holding body. As shown in FIG. 
2, laser light from an optical fabrication apparatus 8 Serving 
as latent image forming unit is irradiated onto the photo 
sensitive drum 5M from between the charging roll 6M and 
developing sleeve 11M. Note that a detailed description of 
the constitution and operation of the Psensor 30M will be 
provided below. 

0067. An endless belt-form transfer conveyor belt 21 is 
provided on the transfer conveyor belt apparatus 20. This 
transfer conveyor belt 21 is stretched over a driving roller 
22, a driven roller 23, and tension rollers 24, 25. A transfer 
brush 28 constituting transfer means contacts each of the 
photosensitive drums 5M, 5C, 5Y, 5Bk of the color image 
forming units 4M, 4C, 4Y, 4Bk in a position opposing each 
of the photosensitive drums 5M, 5C, 5Y, 5Bk on the inside 
of the upper running Surface of the transfer conveyor belt 21. 
A transfer bias having an opposite polarity (plus polarity) to 
the charged polarity of the toner (which is minus polarity in 
the first embodiment) is applied to the transfer brush 28. A 
paper adsorbing roller 27 is provided above the driven roller 
23 so as to sandwich the transfer conveyor belt 21. The 
recording paper is discharged over the transfer conveyor belt 
21 from between the driven roller 23 and the adsorbing roller 
27, and electroStatically conveyed over the transfer con 
veyor belt 21 in an adsorbed state by the bias voltage that is 
applied to the adsorbing roller 27. In the first embodiment, 
the linear proceSS Speed is Set to 125 mm/Sec, and hence the 
recording paper is conveyed at this speed. 

0068. In the first embodiment, the fixing apparatus 50 
employs a belt fixing System, and is constituted by wrapping 
a fixing belt 54 around a fixing roller 52 and a heating roller 
53. The fixing roller 52 and a pressurizing roller 51 are 
pressed against each other to form a fixing nip. A heater not 
shown in the drawing is installed inside the heating roller 53 
and preSSurizing roller 51. 
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0069. In the following description, the color differentiat 
ing symbols Y, M, C, and Bk have been omitted where 
appropriate. 
0070 The photosensitive drums 5Y, 5M,5C, 5Bk in each 
of the color image-forming units 4Y, 4M, 4C, 4Bk are driven 
to rotate by a main motor not shown in the drawing. First, 
the surface of each of the photosensitive drums 5Y, 5M, 5C, 
5Bk is neutralized by an AC bias (zero DC component) 
applied to the charging roller 6, whereby the Surface poten 
tial reaches approximately -50V in this embodiment. Next, 
by applying a Voltage in which an AC voltage and a DC 
Voltage are Superimposed to the charging roller 6, the 
photosensitive drums 5Y, 5M, 5C, 5Bk are charged uni 
formly to a Substantially equal potential to the DC compo 
nent of this Voltage, whereby the Surface potential is charged 
to approximately -500V to -700V in this embodiment. Note 
that the target charging potential is determined by a process 
control portion not shown in the drawing. 
0071. The optical fabrication apparatus 8 then forms an 
electroStatic latent image corresponding to each color on the 
surface of each of the photosensitive drums 5Y,5M,5C,5Bk 
charged in this manner. The optical fabrication apparatus 8 
drives an LD (laser diode) not shown in the drawing on the 
basis of image data transmitted from a host machine Such as 
a personal computer, and thus irradiates a polygon mirror 7 
with laser light. This laser light is led to the Surface of the 
photosensitive drums 5Y, 5M, 5C, 5Bk through a cylindrical 
lens or the like. The surface potential of the photosensitive 
body at the part that is irradiated with laser light reaches 
approximately -50V, and this part becomes the electroStatic 
latent image to be developed by toner. 
0072. When toner is applied to the electrostatic latent 
image from the developing apparatus 10, toner images in the 
respective colors are formed on the Surface of the photo 
sensitive drums 5Y, 5M, 5C, 5Bk. In this embodiment, a 
developing bias (-300V to -500V) in which a DC voltage 
and an AC voltage are Superimposed is applied to the 
developing sleeve 11. As a result, a developing field causes 
the minus polarity toner held in the developing sleeve 11 to 
become transferred to only the Surface part (electrostatic 
latent image part) of the photosensitive drums 5Y, 5M, 5C, 
5Bk having a reduced potential as a result of optical fabri 
cation, and not to the Surface part (non-electrostatic latent 
image part) of the photosensitive drums 5Y, 5M, 5C, 5Bk 
where optical fabrication has not been performed and the 
potential is not reduced. Thus toner images of each color are 
formed respectively on the electroStatic latent image part of 
the photosensitive drums 5Y, 5M, 5C, 5Bk. 
0073 Meanwhile, recording paper is fed from the paper 
feeding portion 2, whereupon the fed recording paper first 
impinges on a pair of resist rollers 41 provided on the 
upstream Side of the transfer conveyor belt apparatus 20 in 
the direction of conveyance. The recording paper is then 
conveyed by the transfer conveyor belt 21 in synchroniza 
tion with the transfer timing of each color toner image to 
reach a transfer position opposing the photoSensitive drums 
5Y, 5M, 5C, 5Bk. A transfer field is formed in this transfer 
position by the action of the transfer bias that is applied to 
the transfer brush 28 disposed on the rear face side of the 
transfer conveyor belt 21. This transfer field causes the color 
toner images on the photosensitive drums 5Y, 5M, 5C, 5Bk 
to be transferred Successively onto the recording material So 
as to overlap each other. 
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0.074. Note that in cases where a monochrome image is 
printed, a toner image is formed using black toner only on 
the photosensitive drum 5Bk of the black image-forming 
unit 4Bk, whereupon the recording paper is conveyed by the 
transfer conveyor belt 21 in synchronization with the trans 
fer timing of this toner image Such that only a black toner 
image is transferred. 
0075 Thus the recording paper onto which the color 
toner images have been transferred is Stripped from the 
transfer conveyor belt 21 at the position of the drive roller 
22 and then conveyed to the fixing apparatus 50. When 
passing through the fixing nip of the fixing apparatuS 50, the 
color toner images are fixed onto the recording paper by heat 
and pressure. Once fixing is completed, the recording paper 
is discharged to the paper delivery tray 60 provided on the 
upper Surface of the apparatus main body or passed to the 
two-surface apparatus 90 as indicated by the reference 
symbol r in FIG. 2. 
0.076. In the printer 1 of the first embodiment, a process 
control operation (hereinafter, "pro-con operation') is 
executed whenever the power is Switched on or every time 
a predetermined number of sheets of paper is printed to 
ensure an appropriate image density for each color. In this 
pro-con operation, a density detection patch (hereinafter, 
“reference pattern') is formed on each of the photosensitive 
drums 5Y, 5M, 5C, 5Bk. The reference pattern formed on 
each of the photosensitive drums 5Y,5M, 5C,5Bk is formed 
into a continuous tone reference pattern by Successively 
Switching the charging bias and developing bias. In other 
words, in the first embodiment, a line-form reference pattern 
in which the toner adhesion amount changes gradually is 
created along the Surface migration direction of the photo 
sensitive drums. Then, the reference pattern is detected by P 
sensors 30Y, 30M, 30C, 30Bk provided in each of the 
image-forming units 4Y, 4M, 4C, 4Bk. 
0077. Note that in the first embodiment, the reference 
pattern is detected on the photoSensitive drum, but a con 
Stitution may be provided in which the reference pattern 
formed on the photosensitive drums 5Y, 5M, 5C, 5Bk is 
detected following transfer onto the transfer conveyor belt 
21. In this case, a P sensor 30 is disposed opposite the 
transfer conveyor belt 21. More specifically, as shown in 
FIG. 4, for example, the Psensor 30 is disposed in a position 
opposing the tension roller 24 of the transfer conveyor belt 
apparatus 20. Since the image-forming units 4Y, 4M, 4C, 
4Bk oppose the part of the transfer conveyor belt 21 which 
conveys recording paper, there is little Space to Spare for 
disposing the P sensor 30. However, as shown in FIG. 4, 
there is space to Spare in the part of the transfer conveyor 
belt 21 which does not convey recording paper, and hence 
Space increases or excessive complexity in equipment dis 
posal caused by the disposal of the P Sensor can be pre 
vented. Note that when a constitution is provided in which 
the reference pattern is detected following transfer onto the 
transfer conveyor belt 21, reference patterns for each color 
are transferred onto the transfer conveyor belt 21 ensuring 
that the patterns do not overlap. 
0078. The Psensor 30 may double as position deviation 
detection means for the transfer conveyor belt 21. In other 
words, a predetermined mark may be provided on the 
transfer conveyor belt 21, and by detecting this mark, the P 
Sensor 30 is able to detect deviation in the main Scanning 
direction of the transfer conveyor belt 21. 
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0079. In the following description, the color differentiat 
ing reference symbols Y, M, C, Bk have been omitted where 
appropriate. 

0080 FIG. 1 is a cross section of a Psensor 30 of each 
image-forming unit of the printer according to the first 
embodiment. The Psensor 30 of this embodiment is mainly 
constituted by a light-emitting element 31 Serving as light 
emitting unit, a first light-receiving element 32 Serving as 
first light receiving unit for receiving Specular reflection 
light, and a Second light-receiving element 33 Serving as 
Second light receiving unit for receiving diffuse reflection 
light. Each element 31, 32, 33 is mounted on a printed board 
34 and Sealed in a Single package 35. A passage for Securing 
an incident light path enabling incident light emitted from 
the light-emitting element 31 to reach the surface of the 
photosensitive drum 5, and a passage for Securing a specular 
reflection light path enabling specular reflection light that is 
Specularly reflected by the Surface of the photoSensitive 
drum 5 to reach the first light-receiving element 32 are 
respectively formed in the package 35. In this embodiment, 
a GaAS light emitting diode having a peak emission wave 
length of 950 nm is used as the light-emitting element 31, 
and an Si phototransistor having a peak Spectral Sensitivity 
wavelength of 800 nm is used for the first light-receiving 
element 32 and second light-receiving element 33. Note that 
another light-receiving element Such as a PD (photodiode) 
may be used for the first light-receiving element 32 and 
Second light-receiving element 33 instead of an Si pho 
totransistor. 

0081. In the first embodiment, continuous tone reference 
patterns are created on each of the photosensitive drums 5, 
and the toner adhesion amount of the reference patterns, 
which change gradually in toner density, is detected con 
tinuously by the P sensor 30. The outputs of the first 
light-receiving element 32 and Second light-receiving ele 
ment 33 in the P sensor 30 are transmitted to a control 
portion not shown in the drawings. In this control portion, 
the toner adhesion amount of the reference patterns is 
learned continuously on the basis of the amount of Specular 
reflection light and diffuse reflection light obtained from 
these outputs, whereupon the learned toner adhesion amount 
is compared to a predetermined target adhesion amount. On 
the basis of the comparison result, the control portion 
functions as image density control unit to appropriately 
modify the intensity of the laser light from the optical 
fabrication apparatus 8, the charging bias that is applied to 
the charging roller 6, the developing bias that is applied to 
the developing sleeve 11, the amount of toner refilled into 
the developing machinery, and So on, as a result of which the 
image density is adjusted to a desired density. 

0082 In the first embodiment, fine particle toner having 
a weight average particle diameter of 8 micrometers or leSS 
is used. Accordingly, detection by the P Sensor must be 
performed in regions having a large toner adhesion amount, 
as described above. It is therefore necessary to reduce the 
angle formed by adding the angle of incidence 0 and the 
angle of Specular reflection 0. Such that detection can be 
performed with Sufficient Sensitivity even in regions having 
a large toner adhesion amount. 
0083) Note that the weight average particle diameter of 
the toner may be measured by various methods, for example 
using a coulter counter. A Coulter Multisizer II (manufac 
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tured by Coulter Electronics, Inc.), for example, may be 
used as the coulter counter. By analyzing characteristics 
Such as the quantity distribution and Volume distribution, for 
example, on the basis of the measurement result obtained by 
Such a coulter counter, the weight average particle diameter 
of the toner can be determined. An aqueous 1% Sodium 
chloride Solution adjusted using first-grade Sodium chloride 
may be used as the electrolytic Solution for the coulter 
COunter measurement. 

0084. Further, the toner that is used in the first embodi 
ment is formed by a So-called polymerization method, and 
has a form which is near to perfect Sphericity and an average 
roundness of at least 0.93. As a result, the shadow factor 
increases as described above, and the sensitivity of the P 
Sensor for detecting specular reflection light decreases in 
regions on the photoSensitive drum Surface having a large 
toner adhesion amount. It is therefore necessary to enable 
detection to be performed with sufficient sensitivity even in 
regions having a large toner adhesion amount. 
0085. Note that the average roundness of the toner is an 
average value of the roundness of each toner particle, and is 
measured using the following method. Measurement of the 
roundness of each toner particle was performed using a 
flow-type particle image analyzer FPIA-2100 manufactured 
by SYSMEX Corporation. To perform this measurement, 
first an aqueous 1% NaCl Solution is adjusted using first 
grade Sodium chloride. The aqueous NaCl Solution is then 
passed through a 0.45 filter to obtain 50 milliliters to 100 
milliliters of liquid, whereupon 0.1 milliliter to 5 milliliters 
of Surface active agent, preferably alkylbenzene Sulfonate, is 
added thereto as a dispersing agent, and 1 milligram to 10 
milligrams of a Sample is also added. The resulting mixture 
is then Subjected to a dispersing treatment in an ultrasonic 
dispersing machine for one minute, whereby the particle 
density is adjusted to between 5,000 particles/ul and 15,000 
particles/ul Such that a dispersed liquid is obtained. An 
image of this dispersed liquid is captured by a CCD camera, 
and a value obtained by dividing the circumference of a 
circle having the same area as the area of a two-dimensional 
projected image of a toner particle by the perimeter of the 
two-dimensional projected image of the toner particle is 
used as the roundness of each toner particle. Note that from 
the pixel accuracy of the CCD, toner in which the diameter 
(particle diameter) of a circle having the same area as the 
area of the two-dimensional projected image of the toner 
particle is at least 0.6 micrometer was deemed effective. The 
average roundness of the toner employs a value that is 
obtained by adding together the roundness of all of the toner 
particles within the measurement range after the roundneSS 
of each toner particle is obtained, and then dividing this 
value by the number of toner particles. 
0.086. In the first embodiment, the light-emitting element 
31 and the first light-receiving element 32 are disposed Such 
that their relative positions deviate from one another in the 
normal direction of the photoSensitive drum Surface. By 
disposing the light-emitting element 31 and first light 
receiving element 32 in this manner, they do not come into 
contact with each other even when disposed in proximity. In 
the first embodiment, as shown in the drawing, when an 
angle formed by a center line of the incident light path along 
which incident light emitted from the light-emitting element 
31 travels to the surface of the photosensitive drum 5 and a 
normal direction Z of the photosensitive drum Surface is Set 
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as the angle of incidence 0, and the angle formed by a 
center line of the Specular reflection light path of the 
Specular reflection light that is specularly reflected by the 
photosensitive drum Surface and the normal direction Z of 
the photoSensitive drum Surface is set as the angle of 
Specular reflection 0, then the angle obtained by adding the 
angle of incidence 0 to the angle of Specular reflection 0. 
may be set to 25 degrees or less, which is difficult in a 
conventional P Sensor, or preferably to 20 degrees or less. 
0087 Even with the constitution shown in FIG. 1, the 
light-emitting element 31 cannot be disposed So as to block 
the Specular reflection light path, and hence there are limits 
on the extent to which the light-emitting element 31 and first 
light-receiving element 32 can be disposed in proximity. 
Hence in the first modified example, a constitution is 
employed in which the light-emitting element 31 and first 
light-receiving element 32 are not brought into mutual 
proximity, but instead, traveling direction changing unit for 
modifying the traveling direction of the light are provided on 
at least one of the incident light path and the Specular 
reflection light path, and thus the angle obtained by adding 
the angle of incidence 0 to the angle of specular reflection 
0 is set to 25 degrees or less. 
0088 FIG. 5 is a cross section of a P sensor 130 
according to a first modification of the first embodiment. The 
light-emitting element 31, first light-receiving element 32, 
and second* light-receiving element 33 of the Psensor 130 
of the first modified example are similar to those of the P 
sensor 30 shown in FIG.1. However, in the Psensor 130 of 
the first modified example, the relative positions of the 
light-emitting element 31 and first light-receiving element 
32 are aligned with each other in the normal direction of the 
photosensitive drum Surface. In this condition, the angle 
obtained by adding the angle of incidence 0 to the angle of 
Specular reflection 0 cannot be set to 25 degrees or less. 
Hence in the first modified example, reflective mirrors 136a, 
136b Serving as light reflecting members are provided at a 
point on the incident light path and the Specular reflection 
light path respectively as the traveling direction changing 
unit. 

0089. By means of such a constitution, incident light 
emitted from the light-emitting element 31 is reflected by the 
reflective mirror 136a, and hence the traveling direction 
thereof is modified. As a result, the angle formed by the 
center line of the part of the incident light path directly 
before the incident light reaches the photosensitive drum 
Surface and the normal direction Z can be set narrowly 
regardless of the angle formed by the center line of the part 
of the incident light path up to the reflective mirror 136a and 
the normal direction Z of the photoSensitive drum Surface. 
The Specular reflection light that is specularly reflected by 
the photoSensitive drum Surface is also modified in traveling 
direction by being reflected on the reflective mirror 136b. As 
a result, Similarly to the incident light, the angle formed by 
the center line of the part of the Specular reflection light path 
directly after the Specular reflection light is specularly 
reflected by the photosensitive drum Surface and the normal 
direction Z can be set narrowly regardless of the angle 
formed by the center line of the part of the specular 
reflection light path from the reflective mirror 136b to the 
first light-receiving element 32 and the normal direction Z of 
the photoSensitive drum Surface. Hence according to the 
constitution of the first modified example, as long as the 
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position and attitude of the reflective mirrors 136a, 136b are 
Set appropriately, the angle obtained by adding together the 
angle of incidence 0 and the angle of Specular reflection 0. 
can be set to 25 degrees or leSS regardless of where the 
light-emitting element 31 and first light-receiving element 
32 are disposed. 

0090 Note that in the first modified example, a case was 
described in which light is reflected by the reflective mirrors 
136a, 136b to alter the traveling direction of the light, but as 
shown in FIG. 6, the traveling direction of the light may be 
modified using optical guiding means Such as optical fiber as 
light traveling direction changing unit 137a, 137b. In this 
case, the inner wall of the light guiding means functions as 
a light-reflecting member. The traveling direction of the light 
may also be modified using a diffraction grating or the like 
as light traveling direction changing unit. 

0.091 Similarly to the first modified example, a second 
modified example employs a constitution in which the 
light-emitting element 31 and first light-receiving element 
32 are not brought into mutual proximity, but instead, 
traveling direction changing unit for modifying the traveling 
direction of the light are provided on at least one of the 
incident light path and the Specular reflection light path Such 
that the angle obtained by adding the angle of incidence 0. 
to the angle of specular reflection 0 is set to 25 degrees or 
leSS. 

0092 FIG. 7 is a cross section of a P sensor 230 
according to a Second modification of the first embodiment. 
The basic constitution of the P sensor 230 in the second 
modified example is similar to that of the first modified 
example. In the P sensor 230 of the second modified 
example, however, refractive lenses 236a, 236b Serving as 
photorefractive members are provided at a point on the 
incident light path and Specular reflection light path respec 
tively as traveling direction changing unit in place of the 
reflective mirrors 136a, 136b. 

0093. By means of such a constitution, incident light 
emitted from the light-emitting element 31 is refracted as it 
passes through the refractive lens 236a, and thus the trav 
eling direction thereof is modified. Hence, the angle formed 
by the center line of the part of the incident light path 
directly before the incident light reaches the photoSensitive 
drum Surface and the normal direction Zcan be set narrowly 
regardless of the angle formed by the center line of the part 
of the incident light path up to the refractive lens 236a and 
the normal direction Z of the photoSensitive drum Surface. 
The Specular reflection light that is specularly reflected by 
the photoSensitive drum Surface is also modified in traveling 
direction by being refracted as it passes through the refrac 
tive lens 236b. As a result, similarly to the incident light, the 
angle formed by the center line of the part of the Specular 
reflection light path directly after the Specular reflection light 
is specularly reflected by the photosensitive drum Surface 
and the normal direction Zcan be set narrowly regardless of 
the angle formed by the center line of the part of the Specular 
reflection light path from the refractive lens 236b to the first 
light-receiving element 32 and the normal direction Z of the 
photoSensitive drum Surface. Hence according to the con 
Stitution of the Second modified example, Similarly to that of 
the first modified example, as long as the position and 
attitude of the refractive lenses 236a, 236b are set appro 
priately, the angle obtained by adding together the angle of 
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incidence 0 and the angle of specular reflection 0 can be Set 
to 25 degrees or leSS regardless of where the light-emitting 
element 31 and first light-receiving element 32 are disposed. 
0094) Note that the traveling direction of the light can 
likewise be modified by disposing a convex lens and con 
cave mirror Serving as a light condensing member, or a 
concave mirror and convex lens Serving as a light diffusing 
member, in the disposal position of the refractive lenses 
236a, 236b so that the optical axis deviates from the center 
line of the incident light path and Specular reflection light 
path. In So doing, a similar effect can be obtained. 
0095 The traveling direction of the light can also be 
modified when a convex lens and concave mirror Serving as 
a light condensing member, or a concave mirror and convex 
lens Serving as a light diffusing member, are disposed in the 
disposal position of the refractive lenses 236a, 236b so that 
the optical axis is inclined in relation to the center line of the 
incident light path and Specular reflection light path. In So 
doing, a similar effect can be obtained. 
0096. If the light-emitting element 31 and first light 
receiving element 32 are removed from the surface of the 
photosensitive drum 5, then the angle obtained by adding the 
angle of incidence 0 to the angle of Specular reflection 0. 
can be set to 25 degrees or leSS without disposing the 
light-emitting element 31 and first light-receiving element 
32 such that their relative positions deviate from one another 
in the normal direction of the photoSensitive drum Surface as 
shown in FIG. 1. In this case, however, the amount of light 
received by the first light-receiving element 32 is insuffi 
cient, and hence the Sensitivity deteriorates. Thus in the third 
modified example, to prevent a deterioration in Sensitivity 
when the light-emitting element 31 and first light-receiving 
element 32 are removed from the surface of the photosen 
Sitive drum 5, a light condensing member is disposed on at 
least one of the incident light path and Specular reflection 
light path Such that the optical axis aligns with the center line 
of that light path, whereby the angle obtained by adding 
together the angle of incidence 0 and the angle of specular 
reflection 0 can be set to 25 degrees or leSS. 
0097 FIG. 8 is a cross section of a P sensor 330 
according to a third modification of the first embodiment. 
The light-emitting element 31, first light-receiving element 
32, and second light-receiving element 33 of the Psensor 
330 of the third modified example are similar to those of the 
Psensor 30 shown in FIG.1. In the Psensor 330 of the third 
modified example, however, the relative positions of the 
light-emitting element 31 and first light-receiving element 
32 are aligned with each other in the normal direction of the 
photosensitive drum Surface, and the distance from the 
photosensitive drum Surface to the light-emitting element 31 
and first light-receiving element 32 is great. In this condi 
tion, the amount of light received by the first light-receiving 
element 32 is insufficient, and hence the Sensitivity deterio 
rates. Therefore, in the third modified example, a one-sided 
convex lens 336a is provided at a point on the incident light 
path as a light condensing member, and a one-sided concave 
lens 336b is provided at a point on the specular reflection 
light path as a light diffusing member. 
0098. In the third modified example, the one-sided con 
vex lens 336a and one-sided concave lens 336b are disposed 
Such that the flat Surface side of each lens 336a, 336b 
opposes the photosensitive drum Surface. In So doing, the 
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lenses 336a, 336b can be cleaned easily when soiled by 
Scattered toner. Note that here, “flat Surface' is not strict, and 
also includes Surfaces having a Sufficiently large curvature to 
facilitate cleaning. 
0099. Also in the third modified example, when the 
distance from the light-emitting element 31 to the one-sided 
convex lens 336a is Set as a, the distance from the one-sided 
convex lens 336a to the photosensitive drum surface is set 
as b, the focal distance of the one-sided convex lens 336a 
is set as f, the distance from the one-sided concave lens 
336b to the first light-receiving element 32 is set as a, the 
distance from the photoSensitive drum Surface to the one 
sided concave lens 336b is set as b, and the focal distance 
of the one-sided concave lens 336b is set as f, the one-sided 
convex lens 336a and one-sided concave lens 336b are 
disposed so as to Satisfy the two expressions shown in (1). 
AS a result, the Specular reflection light of the incident light 
from the light-emitting element 31 can be condensed in the 
one-sided concave lens 336b. The condensed specular 
reflection light can then be condensed by the one-sided 
concave lens 336b So as to be directed toward the first 
light-receiving element 32. Thus the transmission efficiency 
of the Specular reflection light to the first light-receiving 
element 32 can be improved. Moreover, an effect of wid 
ening the margin for irregularities in the attachment angle 
and so on of the one-sided convex lens 336a and one-sided 
concave lens 336b is obtained. Note that these effects can 
only be obtained when at least one of the two expressions 
shown in following equations (1) are satisfied. 

0100 FIG. 9 is a cross section of a P sensor 430 
according to a fourth modification of the first embodiment. 
A light-emitting element 431, first light-receiving element 
432, and second light-receiving element 433 serving as the 
optical elements of the Psensor 430 in the fourth modified 
example are constituted as Surface Mount Devices (SMDs) 
that are surface mounted on a printed board 34. The element 
Surface of each element 431, 432, 433 faces a normal 
direction of the surface of the printed board 34. Note that 
only the outward form of the elements 431, 432, 433 is 
constituted as an SMD, and the content thereof is identical 
to the elements of the P sensor 30 shown in FIG. 1. By 
constituting the light-emitting element 431 and first light 
receiving element 432 as SMDs, the elements themselves 
can be reduced in size, the intervals between the elements 
can be narrowed, and So on. In other words, the angle 
obtained by adding the angle of incidence 00 to the angle of 
Specular reflection 0 can be set to 25 degrees or less. 
0101 Even when the elements are constituted as SMDs 
as in the fourth modified example, the light-emitting element 
431 and first light-receiving element 432 can be only be 
brought into proximity until they contact one another, and 
hence the extent to which the elements can be brought into 
proximity is limited. Hence in the fourth modified example, 
a shared lens 436 Serving as a photorefractive member is 
provided on the incident light path and Specular reflection 
light path as route varying means So that the angle obtained 
by adding the angle of incidence 0 to the angle of Specular 
reflection 0 can be reduced even further. The shared lens 
436 is disposed such that the optical axis thereof deviates 
from the center line of the incident light path and Specular 
reflection light path, and hence the traveling direction of the 
light passing through each of the light paths can be modified. 
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Hence according to the constitution of the fourth modified 
example, as long as the position, attitude, and So on of the 
shared lens 436 is Set appropriately, the angle obtained by 
adding the angle of incidence 0 to the angle of specular 
reflection 0 can be set narrowly without disposing the 
light-emitting element 431 and first light-receiving element 
432 excessively close to each other. 
0102) Note that in the fourth modified example, the 
Second light-receiving element 433 for receiving diffuse 
reflection light is also Surface mounted and disposed in a 
position removed from the photoSensitive drum Surface. 
Hence the amount of diffuse reflection light that is received 
by the second light-receiving element 433 may be insuffi 
cient. Therefore, in the fourth modified example, a convex 
lens 437 is provided on the diffuse reflection light path for 
the diffuse reflection light received by the second light 
receiving element 433 such that the optical axis thereof 
deviates from the center line of the light path. In So doing, 
diffuse reflection light that results when incident light is 
diffusely reflected by the toner can be condensed toward the 
second light-receiving element 433 by the convex lens 437. 
Thus a sufficient amount of diffuse reflection light to be 
received in the Second light-receiving element 433 can be 
Secured, enabling appropriate image density control. Note 
that in the fourth modified example, when the distance from 
the start point of the diffuse reflection light path, or in other 
words the photoSensitive drum Surface, to the convex lens 
437 is set as a, the distance from the convex lens 437 to the 
end point of the diffuse reflection light path, or in other 
words the Second light-receiving element 33, is Set as b, and 
the focal distance of the convex lens 437 is set as f, the 
convex lens 437 is disposed So as to Satisfy the expression 
shown in (2). Thus the transmission efficiency of the diffuse 
reflection light from the photoSensitive drum Surface to the 
Second light-receiving element 33 can be improved. 

0103). Further, in the fourth modified example, the light 
emitting element 431 and first light-receiving element 432 
are Surface mounted on the same Surface of the same printed 
board 34, and hence unless a shield is provided on the 
Segment linking the optical elements, incident light emitted 
from the light-emitting element 431 is received directly by 
the first light-receiving element 432 Such that accurate 
detection cannot be performed. In the fourth modified 
example, a light-shielding wall 435a is provided as light 
Shielding means on the Segment linking the light-emitting 
element 431 and first light-receiving element 432. Note that 
a mounted device Such as a condenser or coil that is mounted 
on the printed board 34 may be used instead of the light 
shielding wall 435a. Direct reception of incident light emit 
ted from the light-emitting element 431 by the first light 
receiving unit 432 may also be Suppressed by providing a 
through hole in the surface of the printed board at the 
Segment linking the light-emitting element 431 and first light 
receiving unit 432 instead of providing Such light Shielding 
means. By means of Such a constitution, direct reception in 
the first light receiving unit 432 of the reflected light that 
results when incident light from the light-emitting element 
431 is reflected on the surface of the printed board can be 
Suppressed, and as a result, accurate detection is possible. 
0104 FIG. 10 is a schematic of a Psensor 530 according 
to a fifth modification of the first embodiment. A light 
emitting element 531, first light-receiving element 532, and 
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Second light-receiving element 533 Serving as the optical 
elements of the Psensor 530 in the fifth modified example 
are constituted as SMDs similarly to those of the fourth 
modified example, and are Surface mounted on the printed 
board 34. However, the Surface of each element faces a 
parallel direction to the Surface direction of the printed board 
34. Note that only the outward form of the elements 531, 
532,533 is constituted as an SMD, and the content thereof 
is identical to the elements of the Psensor 30 shown in FIG. 
1. By constituting the light-emitting element 531 and first 
light-receiving element 532 as SMDs, the angle obtained by 
adding the angle of incidence 0 to the angle of Specular 
reflection 0 can be set to 25 degrees or less, similarly to the 
fourth modified example described above. 
0105. Also similarly to the fourth modified example, a 
light diffusing member and light condensing member Serv 
ing as route varying means may be disposed on the incident 
light path and Specular reflection light path Such that the 
optical axis thereof deviates from the center line of the 
incident light path and Specular reflection light path. By 
means of Such a constitution, the angle obtained by adding 
the angle of incidence 0 to the angle of Specular reflection 
0 can be set narrowly without disposing the light-emitting 
element 531 and first light-receiving element 532 exces 
Sively close to each other. 

0106 Also in the fifth modified example, the first light 
receiving element 532 is disposed at a dead angle of the 
light-emitting element 531* (a position which incident light 
cannot reach directly) to prevent incident light emitted from 
the light-emitting element 531 from being directly received 
by the first light-receiving element 532. Note that similarly 
to the fourth modified example, direct reception of incident 
light emitted from the light-emitting element 531 by the first 
light receiving element 532 may also be Suppressed by 
providing Shielding means Such as a light-shielding wall or 
mounted device on the Segment linking the light-emitting 
element 531 and first light-receiving element 532, or by 
providing a through hole in the Surface of the printed board 
at the Segment linking the light-emitting element 531 and 
first light receiving element 532. 

0107 Further, in the fifth modified example the light 
paths are parallel to the Surface direction of the printed 
board, and hence when mounted devices are placed on the 
light paths, the light is blocked by the mounted devices Such 
that the amount of light received by the first light-receiving 
element 532 is insufficient. Thus in the fifth modified 
example, the mounted devices on the printed board 34 are 
mounted in positions which do not block the incident light 
path and Specular reflection light path. Also in the fifth 
modified example, a light-shielding plate 548 that is cut 
away at the part which forms the incident light path is 
provided on the printed board 34. This cut-away portion 
exhibits a So-called light-Squeezing effect. 

0108 FIG. 11 is a cross section of a P sensor 630 
according to a sixth modification of the first embodiment. 
The light-emitting element 531 Serving as an optical element 
of the P sensor 630 in the sixth modified example is 
constituted as an SMD, similarly to the fifth modified 
example described above, and the element Surface thereof is 
Surface mounted So as to face a parallel direction to the 
surface direction of the printed board 34. The first light 
receiving element 32 Serving as an optical element of the P 
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sensor 630 in the sixth modified example is identical to the 
first light-receiving element of the P sensor 30 shown in 
FIG. 1. Note that the second light-receiving element for 
receiving diffuse reflection light is omitted from the draw 
ing. This constitution also allows the angle obtained by 
adding the angle of incidence 0 to the angle of Specular 
reflection 0 to be set to 25 degrees or less. 

0109 Further, in the sixth modified example a condens 
ing lens 636 Serving as a light condensing member is 
disposed on the incident light path as route varying means 
and a photorefractive member. In this constitution, incident 
light that travels along the surface of the printed board 34 
from the light-emitting element 531 is refracted by the 
condensing lens 636 and condensed at the illumination 
target on the photosensitive drum Surface. Further, a con 
densing lens 637 Serving as a light condensing member is 
disposed on the Specular reflection light path as route 
varying means and a photorefractive member. In the Sixth 
modified example, when the distance from the Start point of 
the incident light path, or in other words the light-emitting 
element 531, to the condensing lens 636, and the distance 
from the Start point of the Specular reflection light path, or 
in other words the photoSensitive drum Surface, to the 
condensing lens 637 are Set as a, the distance from the 
condensing lens 636 to the end point of the incident light 
path, or in other words the photoSensitive drum Surface, and 
the distance from the condensing lens 637 to the end point 
of the Specular reflection light path, or in other words the 
first light-receiving element 32, are set as b, and the focal 
distance of the condensing lenses 636, 637 is set as f, the 
condensing lenses 636, 637 are disposed so as to satisfy the 
expression shown in (2). Thus the transmission efficiency of 
the incident light from the light-emitting element 531 to the 
illumination target on the photosensitive drum Surface, and 
the transmission efficiency of the Specular reflection light 
from the photosensitive drum surface to the first light 
receiving element 32 can be improved respectively. 

0110. By means of such a constitution, even if incident 
light emitted from the light-emitting element 531 diverges 
Somewhat before reaching the condensing lens 636, the 
incident light is condensed toward the illumination target on 
the photosensitive drum surface by the condensing lens 636. 
Thus the illumination target on the photoSensitive drum 
Surface can be irradiated with a Sufficient amount of incident 
light even when the light-emitting element 531 is removed 
from the photosensitive drum Surface. The Specular reflec 
tion light that is specularly reflected by the photoSensitive 
drum Surface is also condensed toward the first light 
receiving element 32 by the condensing lens 637 even when 
the Specular reflection light diverges Somewhat before 
reaching the condensing lens 637. Thus a Sufficient amount 
of reflection light can be received in the first light-receiving 
element 32 even when the first light-receiving element 32 is 
removed from the photoSensitive drum Surface. Hence, 
according to the constitution of the Sixth modified example, 
the amount of light received in the first light-receiving 
element 32 is not insufficient even when the light-emitting 
element 531 and first light-receiving element 32 are dis 
posed at a remove from the photosensitive drum Surface. AS 
a result, the angle obtained by adding the angle of incidence 
0 to the angle of Specular reflection 0 can be set to 25 
degrees or less without causing a reduction in Sensitivity. 
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0111 Further, the part of the specular reflection light path 
from the condensing lens 637 to the first light-receiving 
element 32 is surrounded by the surface of the printed board 
34 and the inner wall face of a case 635, and these Surfaces 
act as reflection Surfaces for reflecting light. Hence the part 
of the Specular reflection light that is not directed toward the 
first light-receiving element 32 from the condensing lens 
637 is reflected repeatedly on the surface of the printed 
board 34 and inner wall face of the case 635, and as a result, 
is received in the first light-receiving element 32. Accord 
ingly, a Sufficient amount of light can be received Securely 
in the first light-receiving element 32. 
0112 Also in the sixth modified example, the printed 
board 34 exists on the Segment linking the light-emitting 
element 531 and first light-receiving element 32, and hence 
incident light emitted from the light-emitting element 531 is 
not received directly in the first light-receiving element 32. 
0113. In the sixth modified example, the incident light 
path and Specular reflection light path are Substantially 
parallel to the surface direction of the printed board 34, and 
hence the amount of light received in the first light-receiving 
element 532 becomes insufficient when light is blocked by 
a mounted device on the light path. Thus in the Sixth 
modified example, either no mounted devices are mounted 
on the printed board opposite the light paths, or the mounted 
device is constituted as a flat SMD 638. 

0114. Further, in the sixth modified example a convex 
portion 635a is formed on the inner wall face of the case 635 
in order to obtain a light-Squeezing effect between the 
convex portion 635a and the printed board 34. In so doing, 
an incident light-Squeezing effect is obtained between the 
convex portion 635a and the printed board. Here, the light 
emitting position of the light-emitting element 531 requires 
a certain degree of height from the Surface of the printed 
board 34, and hence the incident light passes through a 
position that is somewhat removed from the Surface of the 
printed board 34. As a result, the Squeezing effect between 
the convex portion 635a and the printed board surface is 
Sometimes insufficient. Therefore, in the sixth modified 
example the SMD 638 is surface mounted on the surface of 
the printed board 34 opposite the convex portion 635a on the 
inner wall of the case 635. In so doing, the incident light 
squeezing effect between the convex portion 635a and the 
surface of the SMD 638 can be improved. Note that this 
improvement in the Squeezing effect may be obtained simi 
larly by providing a separate light-shielding member or the 
like on the printed board 34 in place of a device that is 
mounted on the printed board 34. However, by obtaining the 
improvement through the use of the SMD 638 serving as a 
device that is mounted on the printed board 34, as in the 
Sixth modified example, the costs required for providing the 
light-shielding member or the like can be eliminated. 
0115 Note that in the sixth modified example, the dia 
phragm diameter of the incident light from the light-emitting 
element 531 is Set to be larger than the diaphragm diameter 
of the Specular reflection light entering the light-receiving 
element 532, although this is not indicated in the drawing. In 
So doing, the resolution of the line-form reference pattern 
formed on the photoSensitive drum is enhanced, and the 
toner adhesion amount can be detected in even more detail. 

0116. As described above, the distance (hereinafter, “dif 
fuse reflection light receiving distance') from the point of 
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reflection on the photoSensitive drum Surface to the light 
receiving face of the Second light-receiving element for 
receiving diffuse reflection light must be made short in order 
to improve the light receiving efficiency of diffuse reflection 
light. Also, the angle (hereinafter, “diffuse reflection light 
receiving angle') formed by the Surface normal direction of 
the reflection point on the photosensitive drum Surface to the 
center line of an diffuse reflection light path for the diffuse 
reflection light that is received by the Second light-receiving 
element must be narrowed. However, in all of the Psensors 
30, 130,230,330, 430,530, 630 described above, the second 
light-receiving element 33, 433, 533 is disposed within a 
Virtual plane including the incident light path and the 
Specular reflection light path, and hence the Second light 
receiving element 33, 433, 533 is obstructed by the light 
emitting element or first light-receiving element, as a result 
of which the diffuse reflection light receiving distance 
cannot be reduced Sufficiently in length, and the diffuse 
reflection light receiving angle cannot be Sufficiently nar 
rowed. 

0117 FIG. 12A and FIG. 12B are cross sections of a P 
sensor 730 according to a seventh modification of the first 
embodiment. Note that FIG. 12A is a sectional view severed 
along a first virtual plane which includes the incident light 
path along which the incident light L. from the light 
emitting element 31 travels to the Surface of the photosen 
Sitive drum 5, and the Specular reflection light path along 
which the Specular reflection light L. from the photoSensi 
tive drum Surface travels to the first light-receiving element 
32. FIG. 12B is a sectional view severed along a second 
Virtual plane which includes the normal of the photoSensi 
tive drum Surface at a reflection point O, and which is 
orthogonal to the first virtual plane. 
0118. The light-emitting element 31, first light-receiving 
element 32, and second* light-receiving element 33 of the P 
sensor 730 in the seventh modified example are similar to 
those of the Psensor 30 shown in FIG. 1. However, in the 
Psensor 730 of the seventh modified example, the second 
light-receiving element 33 is disposed outside of the first 
Virtual plane including the incident light path and Specular 
reflection light path. More specifically, in the Seventh modi 
fied example, the Second light-receiving element 33 is 
disposed on the Second virtual plane which includes the 
normal of the photosensitive drum Surface and is orthogonal 
to the first virtual plane at the reflection point O, as shown 
in FIG. 13. By means of this disposal configuration, the 
diffuse reflection light receiving distance r can be shortened 
Sufficiently and the diffuse reflection light receiving angle 0. 
can be narrowed Sufficiently regardless of where the light 
emitting element 31 and first light-receiving element 32 are 
disposed. 

0119) Also in the seventh modified example, the light 
emitting element 31 and first light-receiving element 32 are 
disposed at a remove from the photoSensitive drum Surface 
in order to narrow the angle obtained by adding the angle of 
incidence 0 to the angle of Specular reflection 0, as shown 
in FIG. 12. Accordingly, the printed board 34 on which the 
light-emitting element 31, first light-receiving element 32, 
and Second light-receiving element 33 are mounted is also 
disposed at a remove from the photosensitive drum Surface. 
AS described above, however, the Second light-receiving 
element 33 for receiving diffuse reflection light is preferably 
disposed as close to the reflection point O on the photosen 
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Sitive drum Surface as possible. Hence in the Seventh modi 
fied example, a lead-type element having a lead wire that is 
soldered to the printed board 34 is used as the second 
light-receiving element 33. In So doing, the Second light 
receiving element 33 can be disposed freely, regardless of 
where the printed board 34 is disposed, by extending the 
lead wire. Hence, the Second light-receiving element 33 
alone can be disposed in proximity to the photoSensitive 
drum surface, even when the printed board 34 is disposed at 
a remove from the photosensitive drum Surface, by extend 
ing the lead wire. 

0120 Note that in conventional cases where the second 
light-receiving element 33 is disposed within the first virtual 
plane, the diffuse reflection light receiving angle can be 
reduced Sufficiently or to Zero if the Second light-receiving 
element 33 is disposed between the light-emitting element 
31 and first light-receiving element 32, and hence the light 
receiving efficiency of diffuse reflection light can be 
improved. In this case, however, the elements 31, 32, 33 
must be prevented from blocking each others’ light paths, 
and moreover, the distance between the light-emitting ele 
ment 31 and the first light-receiving element 32 cannot be 
reduced due to obstruction by the Second light-receiving 
element 33. As a result, the shadow factor described above 
increases, and the detection Sensitivity for Specular reflec 
tion light deteriorates. According to the constitution of the 
seventh modified example, on the other hand, the diffuse 
reflection light receiving distance can be shortened Suffi 
ciently and the diffuse reflection light receiving angle can be 
narrowed Sufficiently regardless of where the light-emitting 
element 31 and first light-receiving element 32 are disposed, 
and hence the detection sensitivity of diffuse reflection light 
can be improved by raising the light receiving efficiency of 
diffuse reflection light without causing a decrease in the 
detection Sensitivity of Specular reflection light. 

0121. In the P sensor of the eighth modified example, 
similarly to that of the seventh modified example described 
above, the Second light-receiving element 33 is disposed on 
the second virtual plane which includes the normal of the 
photoSensitive drum Surface and is orthogonal to the first 
virtual plane at the reflection point O. Hence the diffuse 
reflection light receiving distance r can be shortened Suffi 
ciently and the diffuse reflection light receiving angle 0 can 
be narrowed sufficiently regardless of where the light 
emitting element 31 and first light-receiving element 32 are 
disposed. 

0122 FIG. 14 is a cross section of a P sensor 830 
according to an eighth modification of the first embodiment, 
cut along the Second virtual plane including the normal of 
the photoSensitive drum Surface at the reflection point O, and 
which is orthogonal to the first virtual plane including the 
incident light path and Specular reflection light path. 

0123 The light-emitting element (not shown), first light 
receiving element (not shown), and Second light-receiving 
element 433* of the P sensor 830 of the eighth modified 
example are constituted as SMDs, similarly to those of the 
fourth modified example, and the element Surfaces thereof 
are Surface mounted So as to face a normal direction in 
relation to the surface of the printed board 34. The Psensor 
830 comprises a casing 835 which surrounds a region of the 
diffuse reflection light path, along which diffuse reflection 
light received by the second light-receiving element 433 
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travels, that is adjacent to the Second light-receiving element 
433. A dust-proof cover 838 constituted by a Fresnel lens 
837 is provided at an inlet opening for diffuse reflection light 
to enter the casing 835. The part of the Fresnel lens 837 
corresponding to the inlet opening Serves as a light trans 
mitting member and a light condensing member. By means 
of the dust-proof cover 838, foreign matter such as scattered 
toner can be prevented from infiltrating the interior of the 
casing 835, and hence foreign matter can be prevented from 
becoming transferred to the Second light-receiving element 
433. Diffuse reflection light from the photosensitive drum 
surface enters the interior of the casing 835 through the 
Fresne lens 837. The inner wall of the casing 835 serves as 
a reflection surface which reflects the diffuse reflection light. 
More specifically, the inner wall of the casing 835 is painted 
white or formed by a reflective mirror. Thus at least a part 
of the diffuse reflection light passing through the Fresnel 
lens 837 is reflected on the inner wall surface of the casing 
835 and condensed into the second light-receiving element 
433. Hence a sufficient amount of diffuse reflection light can 
be secured in the second light-receiving element 433. Note 
that since the diffuse reflection light is infrared light, the 
inner wall surface of the casing 835 may be formed from any 
material which is unlikely to absorb infrared light, and is 
therefore not limited to the constitution of the eighth modi 
fied example. 

0.124. In the P sensor of the ninth modified example, 
Similarly to the Seventh and eighth modified examples 
described above, the Second light-receiving element 33 is 
disposed on the Second virtual plane which includes the 
normal of the photosensitive drum Surface and is orthogonal 
to the first virtual plane at the reflection point O. Hence the 
diffuse reflection light receiving distance r can be shortened 
Sufficiently and the diffuse reflection light receiving angle 0. 
can be narrowed Sufficiently regardless of where the light 
emitting element 31 and first light-receiving element 32 are 
disposed. 

0125 FIG. 15 is cross section of a Psensor 930 accord 
ing to a ninth modification of the first embodiment, cut along 
the Second virtual plane including the normal of the Surface 
of the photosensitive drum at the reflection point O, and is 
orthogonal to the first virtual plane. 

0126 The light-emitting element 531 (not shown) and 
first light-receiving element 532 (not shown), which are 
optical elements of the Psensor 930 of the ninth modified 
example, are constituted as SMDs, similarly to the fifth 
modified example, and the element Surfaces thereof are 
Surface mounted So as to face a parallel direction to the 
surface direction of the printed board 34. Meanwhile, the 
Second light-receiving element 33, which Serves as an opti 
cal element of the P sensor 930 of the ninth modified 
example, is similar to the first light-receiving element of the 
Psensor 30 shown in FIG.1. In the ninth modified example, 
the light-emitting element 531 and first light-receiving ele 
ment 532 are mounted onto the same surface of the printed 
board 34, whereas the second light-receiving element 33 is 
mounted on the opposite surface of the printed board 34. In 
Such a constitution, the printed board 34 exists on the 
Segment linking the light-emitting element 531 and the 
Second light-receiving element 33, and hence incident light 
emitted from the light-emitting element 531 is not received 
directly in the Second light-receiving element 33. 
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0127. Further, in the ninth modified example, a reason 
ably-priced single-Surface Substrate is used as the printed 
board 34 having the light-emitting element 531 and first 
light-receiving element 532 mounted on the same Surface, 
and hence costs are reduced. Note that Since the lead wire of 
the Second light-receiving element 33 is Soldered to the 
opposite Surface of the Substrate Surface on which Second 
light-receiving element 33 is mounted, Soldering must be 
performed on the Substrate Surface Side on which the light 
emitting element 531 and first light-receiving element 532 
are mounted. In this case, if the lead wire is drawn near to 
the light-emitting element 531 and first light-receiving ele 
ment 532, flax may fly up during Soldering and Soil the 
element surface of the light-emitting element 531 and first 
light-receiving element 532. In the ninth modified example, 
however, the lead wire of the Second light-receiving element 
33 is drawn out to a position removed from the light 
emitting element 531 and first light-receiving element 532, 
and hence there is no danger of the element Surface becom 
ing Soiled during Soldering. 

0128. Further, the P sensor 930 of the ninth modified 
example is also provided with the dust-proof cover 838 
constituted by the Fresnel lens 837 at the inlet opening for 
diffuse reflection light to enter the casing 835, similarly to 
the eighth modified example, and the inner wall of the casing 
835 similarly serves as a reflection surface for reflecting 
diffuse reflection light. Hence at least a part of the diffuse 
reflection light that passes through the Fresnel lens 837 is 
reflected on the inner wall surface of the casing 835 and 
condensed in the Second light-receiving element 33, thus 
enabling a Sufficient amount of diffuse reflection light to be 
received Securely in the Second light-receiving element 33. 

0129. The P sensors 30, 130, 230, 330, 430, 530, 630, 
730, 830, 930 serving as the optical sensor of the first 
embodiment comprise at least one light-emitting element 31, 
431, 531 serving as light emitting unit, the first light 
receiving element 32, 432, 532 Serving as light receiving 
unit for receiving the Specular reflection light L that is 
generated when the incident light L that is emitted from the 
light-emitting element is specularly reflected by a photosen 
Sitive drum Surface Serving as an illumination object, and the 
second light-receiving element 33, 433, 533 serving as 
Second light receiving unit for receiving diffuse reflection 
light generated when the incident light Li emitted from the 
light-emitting element is diffusely reflected by toner on the 
photoSensitive drum Surface. Further, the angle formed by 
the center line of the incident light path, along which 
incident light from the light-emitting element 31, 431, 531 
travels to the photoSensitive drum Surface, directly before 
the incident light reaches the photoSensitive drum Surface, 
and the center line of the Specular reflection light path, along 
which specular reflection light from the photoSensitive drum 
surface travels to the first light-receiving element 32, 432, 
532, directly after the specular reflection light is reflected on 
the photosensitive drum Surface is constituted to be no more 
than 25, and preferably no more than 20. As a result, the 
Shadow factor decreases, and hence even when a large 
amount of toner is transferred to the photoSensitive drum 
Surface, the toner adhesion amount can be detected with 
Sufficient Sensitivity, leading to a widening of the range in 
which toner adhesion amounts can be detected with good 
Sensitivity. 
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0130. Further, the P sensors 130, 230, 430, 630 of the 
first, Second, fourth, and Sixth modified examples described 
above comprise traveling direction changing unit for modi 
fying the traveling direction of the light on at least one of the 
incident light path and Specular reflection light path. For 
example, in the first modified example, the traveling direc 
tion changing unit are constituted by the reflective mirrors 
136a, 136b serving as a light reflecting member for reflect 
ing light. In the Second modified example, the traveling 
direction changing unit are constituted by the refractive 
lenses 236a, 236b serving as a photorefractive member for 
refracting light. In the fourth modified example, the travel 
ing direction changing unit are constituted by the shared lens 
436 Serving as a light condensing member or light diffusing 
member disposed Such that the optical axis thereof deviates 
from the center line of the light paths. In the sixth modified 
example, the traveling direction changing unit are consti 
tuted by the condensing lens 637 Serving as a light condens 
ing member disposed Such that the optical axis thereof is 
inclined in relation to the center line of the light paths. AS 
described in the first modified example, by modifying the 
traveling direction of the light in this manner, the angle 
obtained by adding the angle of incidence 0 to the angle of 
Specular reflection 0 may be set narrowly regardless of 
where the light-emitting element and first light-receiving 
element are disposed. As a result, an effect of increasing the 
disposal freedom of the light-emitting element and first 
light-receiving element is obtained. 
0131 Further, in the Psensor 330 of the third modified 
example, the one-sided convex lens 336 Serving as a light 
condensing member is disposed on at least one of the 
incident light path and Specular reflection light path Such 
that the optical axis thereof aligns with the center line of the 
light path. AS described in the third modified example, by 
means of this constitution, the angle obtained by adding the 
angle of incidence 0 to the angle of specular reflection 0. 
may be set narrowly without causing a decrease in Sensi 
tivity even when the light-emitting element 31 and first 
light-receiving element 32 are disposed at a remove from the 
photosensitive drum Surface. 

0132) Further, the P sensor 330 of the third modified 
example is provided with the one-sided concave lens 336b, 
which Serves as a light diffusing member, on the Specular 
reflection light path. By providing this one-sided concave 
lens 336b on the specular reflection light path, the occur 
rence of “shading” of the Specular reflection light caused by 
irregularities in the attachment angle of the lens can be 
Suppressed. As a result, an effect of increasing the freedom 
of the attachment angle of the lens is obtained. 
0133) Also in the P sensor 330 of the third modified 
example, the one-sided convex lens 336a is provided on the 
incident light path Such that when the distance from the 
light-emitting element 31 to the one-sided convex lens 336a 
is Set as a, the distance from the one-sided convex lens 336a 
to the photosensitive drum Surface is Set as b, the focal 
distance of the one-sided convex lens 336a is Set as f, the 
distance from the one-sided concave lens 336b to the first 
light-receiving element 32 is Set as a, the distance from the 
photosensitive drum Surface to the one-sided concave lens 
336b is set as b, and the focal distance of the one-sided 
concave lens 336b is Set as f, the one-sided convex lens 
336a and one-sided concave lens 336b are disposed so as to 
Satisfy at least one of the two expressions shown in (1). AS 
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a result, as described in the third modified example, the 
transmission efficiency of the Specular reflection light to the 
first light-receiving element 32 can be increased. 
0134) Further, in the Psensors 430,530, 630 of the fourth 
through Sixth modified examples, at least one of the light 
emitting element 431, 531 and the first light-receiving 
element 432, 532 is constituted by Surface mounted optical 
means which are Surface mounted on the printed board 34. 
By constituting the light-emitting element and first light 
receiving element as SMDS in this manner, the gap between 
the elements can be narrowed. Accordingly, the angle 
obtained by adding the angle of incidence 0 to the angle of 
Specular reflection 0 may be set narrowly. 
0135 Further, by providing the one-sided convex lens 
336a, condensing lenses 636, 637, and Fresnel lens 837 
Serving as light condensing members on at least one of the 
incident light path, Specular reflection light path, and diffuse 
reflection light path as in the Psensors 330, 630, 830, 930 
of the third, Sixth, eighth, and ninth modified examples, the 
effect described in the third modified example, in which the 
angle obtained by adding the angle of incidence 0 to the 
angle of specular reflection 0 may be set narrowly without 
causing a decrease in Sensitivity, the effect described in the 
first modified example, in which the disposal freedom of the 
light-emitting element and first light-receiving element is 
increased, the effect described in the eighth modified 
example, in which a Sufficient amount of diffuse reflection 
light can be Securely received by the Second light-receiving 
element 433, and so on can be obtained. 
0.136 Further, by providing the condensing lenses 636, 
637 serving as light condensing members on both of the 
incident light path and Specular reflection light path as in the 
P sensor 630 of the sixth modified example, both the 
light-emitting element 531 and the first light-receiving ele 
ment 32 can be removed from the photosensitive drum 
Surface without causing a decrease in Sensitivity, and hence 
the disposal freedom of the light-emitting element and first 
light-receiving element is increased. 

0137 Also in the P sensor 630 of the sixth modified 
example, when the distance from the Start point of the 
incident light path, or in other words the light-emitting 
element 531, to the condensing lens 636, and the distance 
from the Start point of the Specular reflection light path, or 
in other words the photoSensitive drum Surface, to the 
condensing lens 637 are Set as a, the distance from the 
condensing lens 636 to the end point of the incident light 
path, or in other words the photoSensitive drum Surface and 
the distance from the condensing lens 637 to the end point 
of the Specular reflection light path, or in other words the 
first light-receiving element 32, are set as b, and the focal 
distance of the condensing lenses is Set as f, then the 
condensing lenses are disposed So as to Satisfy the expres 
Sion shown in (2). As a result, the transmission efficiency of 
the incident light from the light-emitting element to the 
illumination target on the photoSensitive drum Surface and 
the transmission efficiency of the Specular reflection light 
from the photosensitive drum surface to the first light 
receiving element 32 can be raised respectively. 

0138 Further, when the surface on the side of the one 
sided convex lens 336a and condensing lenses 636, 637 
Serving as light condensing members or the one-sided con 
cave lens 336b serving as a light diffusing member which 
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opposes the photoSensitive drum Surface is made flat as in 
the P sensors 330, 630 of the third and sixth modified 
examples, then the lens Surface can be cleaned easily when 
soiled by scattered toner, as described in the third modified 
example. 

0139. Further, the Psensors 30, 130, 230,330, 430 of the 
first, Second, third, and fourth modified examples are con 
stituted Such that the light-emitting element 31, 431 and first 
light-receiving element 32, 432 are Sealed into a single 
package. As a result, work to connect the P Sensor to an 
electrical circuit Such as a printed board is made easy, and 
thus the manufacturing process can be simplified. 
0140) Further, by mounting the light-emitting element 
531 and first light-receiving element 32 on opposite Surfaces 
of the same printed board 34 as in the Psensor 630 of the 
Sixth modified example, incident light from the light-emit 
ting element 531 heading directly toward the first light 
receiving element 32 can be blocked by the printed board 34. 
AS a result, incident light from the light-emitting element 
531 can be prevented from being received directly in the first 
light-receiving element 32, thus enabling accurate detection. 

0.141. In the Psensor 430 of the fourth modified example, 
both the light-emitting element 431 and first light-receiving 
element 432 are Surface Mount Devices (SMDs) which are 
surface mounted on the same surface of the printed board 34. 
Further, the light-shielding wall 435a is provided as light 
Shielding means on the Segment linking the light-emitting 
element 431 and first light-receiving element 432. As a 
result, incident light from the light-emitting element 431 
heading directly toward the first light-receiving element 432 
can be blocked by the light-shielding wall 435a, and thus 
incident light from the light-emitting element 431* can be 
prevented from being received directly in the first light 
receiving element 432, enabling accurate detection. AS 
described in the fourth modified example, by using a 
mounted device mounted on the printed board 34 as the 
light-shielding means, a member which is not an electronic 
component no longer has to be provided on the Substrate, 
and hence a large circuit Space can be Secured. Further, as 
described in the fourth modified example, by providing a 
through hole in the Substrate Surface on the Segment linking 
the light-emitting element 431 and first light-receiving ele 
ment 432, the reflection of incident light emitted from the 
light-emitting element 431 on the Substrate Surface Such that 
the incident light is received directly in the first light 
receiving element 432 can be Suppressed, thus enabling 
accurate detection. 

0.142 Further, by providing a constitution in which the 
mounted devices do not block the light paths as in the P 
sensors 530, 630 of the fifth and sixth modified examples, a 
situation in which light is blocked by the mounted devices 
such that the amount of light received by the first light 
receiving element 532 is insufficient can be avoided. 
0.143 Further, by surface mounting the surface mount 
devices on the Substrate opposing the light path as in the P 
sensor 630 of the sixth modified example, the light-squeez 
ing effect can be enhanced. 
0144). In the Psensors 30, 130, 230, 330, 430, 530, 630, 
730, 830,930 of the first embodiment, including each of the 
modified examples described above, if the diaphragm diam 
eter of the incident light L. from the light-emitting element 
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31, 431, 531 is set to be larger than the diaphragm diameter 
of the Specular reflection light L entering the first light 
receiving element 32, 432, 532, then the resolution of the 
line-form reference pattern formed on the photoSensitive 
drum is enhanced, and the toner adhesion amount can be 
detected in even more detail. 

0.145) Further, in the P sensors 730, 830, 930 of the 
Seventh through ninth modified examples, the Second light 
receiving element 33, 433 is disposed outside of the first 
Virtual plane including the incident light path and Specular 
reflection light path. By means of this constitution, the 
diffuse reflection light receiving distance r can be set Suffi 
ciently short and the diffuse reflection light receiving angle 
0 can be set sufficiently narrowly without being obstructed 
by the light-emitting element 31, 431, 531 or the first 
light-receiving element 32, 432, 532. As a result, the recep 
tion efficiency of diffuse reflection light in the second 
light-receiving element 33, 433 can be raised, and the 
detection sensitivity of diffuse reflection light can be 
improved. Further, when the Second light-receiving element 
33, 433 is disposed such that the diffuse reflection light 
receiving distance r is Set Sufficiently short and the diffuse 
reflection light receiving angle 0 is set Sufficiently narrowly, 
this disposal has no effect on the disposal of the light 
emitting element 31, 431, 531 and first light-receiving 
element 32, 432, 532. Hence, as described above, the 
detection sensitivity of diffuse reflection light can be 
improved while reducing the distance between the light 
emitting element and first light-receiving element Such that 
the shadow factor is reduced and the detection sensitivity of 
Specular reflection light is improved. 

0146). Further, by mounting both the light-emitting ele 
ment 531 and first light-receiving element 532 on the same 
Surface of the printed board 34 and mounting the Second 
light-receiving element 33 on the opposite Surface of the 
printed board 34 as in the Psensor 930 of the ninth modified 
example, incident light from the light-emitting element 531 
heading directly toward the Second light-receiving element 
33 can be blocked by the printed board 34. Hence incident 
light from the light-emitting element 531 is not received 
directly by the Second light-receiving element 33, thus 
enabling accurate detection. 

0147 Further, by employing a constitution in which the 
lead wire of the Second light-receiving element 33 is Sol 
dered to the printed board 34 as in the Psensor 730, 930 of 
the Seventh and ninth modified examples, then by extending 
the lead wire as described in the Seventh modified example, 
the Second light-receiving element 33 alone can be disposed 
in the vicinity of the photosensitive drum Surface, even when 
the printed board 34 is disposed at a remove from the 
photoSensitive drum Surface. Hence the detection Sensitivity 
of diffuse reflection light can be improved regardless of 
where the printed board 34 is disposed. 

0148. The P sensors 830, 930 of the eighth and ninth 
modified examples further comprise a casing 835 which 
Surrounds the region of the diffuse reflection light path, 
along which the diffuse reflection light received by the 
Second light-receiving element 33, 433 travels, that is adja 
cent to the Second light-receiving element. A reflection 
surface which reflects the diffuse reflection light L is 
provided on the inner wall of the casing 835. A white surface 
or a mirror Surface may be employed as the reflection 
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Surface. By means of Such a constitution, as described in the 
eighth modified example, diffuse reflection light entering the 
interior of the casing 835 can be condensed into the second 
light-receiving element 33, 433, and hence a sufficient 
amount of diffuse reflection light can be received Securely. 
0149 The P sensors 830, 930 of the eighth and ninth 
modified examples are further provided with a light trans 
mitting member at the inlet opening for the diffuse reflection 
light L to enter the casing 835. A Fresnel lens, for example, 
may be used as this light transmitting member. AS described 
in the eighth modified example, by providing a light trans 
mitting member at the inlet opening of the casing 835 in this 
manner, foreign matter Such as Scattered toner can be 
prevented from infiltrating the interior of the casing 835, and 
hence foreign matter can be prevented from becoming 
transferred to the second light-receiving element 433. 
0150. Further, the printer according to the first embodi 
ment, including each of the modified examples described 
above, comprises the photosensitive drum 5 Serving as an 
image carrier having a Surface which specularly reflects 
light, the charging roll 6 which Serves as toner image 
forming unit for forming a toner image on the photoSensitive 
drum 5, the optical fabrication apparatus 8 and developing 
apparatus 10, the PSensor which Serves as an optical Sensor 
for detecting a toner adhesion amount when toner is trans 
ferred to the photosensitive drum 5 by the toner image 
forming unit, and the control portion Serving as image 
density control unit for performing image density control on 
the basis of the detection results of the Psensor. By using the 
Psensors 30, 130, 230, 330, 430, 530, 630, 730, 830, 930 
described above as the P Sensor, appropriate image density 
control can be performed. 
0151. Further, the toner used in the first embodiment is 
toner with a weight average particle diameter of 8 microme 
ters or less, and as described above, the toner adhesion 
amount must be detected with sufficient sensitivity even in 
regions with a large toner adhesion amount. By using the P 
sensors 30, 130, 230, 330, 430, 530, 630, 730, 830, 930 
described above, however, the toner adhesion amount can be 
detected with Sufficient Sensitivity even in regions with a 
large toner adhesion amount. 
0152 The toner used in the first embodiment also has an 
average roundness of at least 0.93, and as described above, 
the toner adhesion amount must be detected with Sufficient 
Sensitivity even in regions with a large toner adhesion 
amount. By using the Psensors 30, 130, 230,330, 430,530, 
630, 730, 830, 930 described above, however, the toner 
adhesion amount can be detected with Sufficient Sensitivity 
even in regions with a large toner adhesion amount. 
0153. Note that in the first embodiment, the present 
invention is described using a P Sensor which detects toner 
adhesion amounts on a photoSensitive drum Surface as an 
example. However, similar effects may be obtained when the 
present invention is applied to other optical Sensors. For 
example, the present invention may also be applied to an 
optical Sensor or the like which detects the amount of toner 
transferred to a predetermined location for detecting the 
amount of Scattered toner. Moreover, the present invention 
is not limited to an image formation apparatus, and may be 
applied Similarly to an optical Sensor in another field for 
detecting the adhesion amount, adhesion position, and So on 
of an object. 
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0154 Further, the constitutions in the first embodiment 
relating to the reception of Specular reflection light, Such as 
those described in the first through sixth modified examples, 
may be applied appropriately to the constitutions relating to 
the reception of diffuse reflection light, and the constitutions 
relating to the reception of diffuse reflection light, Such as 
those described in the seventh through ninth modified 
examples, may be applied appropriately to the constitutions 
relating to the reception of Specular reflection light. 

O155 In the first embodiment, a tandem-type image 
formation apparatus comprising the four image-forming 
units 4Y, 4M, 4C, 4Bk and employing a direct transfer 
System in which toner images are transferred directly from 
each photoSensitive drum onto recording paper was 
described, but the present invention is not limited thereto, 
and may be applied Similarly to image formation appara 
tuses of various types and employing various Systems. In 
other words, the present invention may be applied Similarly 
to a one drum type image formation apparatus having only 
a Single image-forming unit, an indirect transfer System 
image formation apparatus in which the toner on the pho 
toSensitive drum is first transferred onto an intermediate 
transfer body and then transferred onto recording paper, and 
SO O. 

0156 The constitution of a Psensor 1030 of the second 
embodiment will now be described. The Psensors provided 
in each of the image-forming units 4Y, 4M, 4C, 4Bk 
illustrated in FIG. 2 are constituted identically, and hence a 
P sensor 1030M provided in the magenta image-forming 
unit 4M will be used as an example in the following 
description. Note that in the following description, the color 
differentiating symbols Y, M, C, and Bk have been omitted 
where appropriate. 

O157 First, the general constitution of the reflection type 
optical sensor optical system used as the P sensor 1030 is 
shown in FIG. 16. Light emitted from a light-emitting 
element 931 enters a detection object at an angle of 0 to the 
perpendicular of a reflection Surface 5. Light that is reflected 
at an angle of 0 to the perpendicular of the reflection Surface 
5 from among the light that enters and is reflected by the 
reflection Surface 5 is detected by a light-receiving element 
932. When the optical sensor is a system for detecting 
Specular reflection light, then 0 =0, and if the optical Sensor 
is a System for detecting diffuse reflection light, then 0 and 
0 are Set to arbitrary values. 
0158. Design of the optical system comprising the light 
emitting element and light-receiving element, including the 
values of 0 and 0, and the positional relationship of the 
light-emitting element and light-receiving element are deter 
mined according to detection object conditions Such as 
reflectance and detection conditions Such as the attachment 
position. The design is also optimized in consideration of 
various other conditions So that reflection light can be 
detected efficiently. There exist systems with one light 
emitting element and one light-receiving element, Such as 
that shown in FIG. 16, and optical Systems employing a 
plurality of light-emitting elements and light-receiving ele 
ments, for example one light-emitting element to two light 
receiving elements, two light-emitting elements to two light 
receiving elements, and So on. In optical Systems employing 
lenses and So on in double roles to improve the light 
condensing efficiency, the optical System is determined by a 
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more complicated design process. In other words, if irregu 
larities in the individual components constituting the optical 
System are not Suppressed to the greatest extent possible, an 
optical Sensor with a highly precise detection characteristic 
cannot be realized. In the optical System of a conventional 
optical Sensor, in which a lead type light-emitting element 
and light-receiving element are inserted into a resin case, the 
resin case itself determines the optical System. By fitting the 
light-emitting element and light-receiving element into the 
resin case, positioning and optical axis alignment of the 
light-emitting element and light-receiving element are 
achieved, and Since the resin case can be created with a high 
degree of precision, a System with few irregularities can be 
realized. 

0159. However, it is difficult to mount a surface mounted 
element by fitting the element into a resin case (to reflow), 
and positioning of the Surface mounted element is deter 
mined according to the degree of mounting on the Substrate. 
Moreover, there are limits to the positioning precision when 
the Surface mounted element is mounted on the Substrate, 
and hence precise positioning cannot be performed in com 
parison with a lead type element which is positioned accord 
ing to the resin case. In the Second embodiment, in order to 
absorb irregularities in the positioning precision of a 
mounted device which causes deterioration in the position 
ing precision, a constitution is employed in which a Sensor 
using Surface mounted elements is provided with a dia 
phragm. 

0160 The diaphragm is an opening which narrows the 
amount of light (luminous flux) emitted from the light 
emitting element or the amount of light (luminous flux) 
received by the light-receiving element. The luminous flux 
which passes through the diaphragm from among the light 
emitted by the light-emitting element becomes an effective 
emitted light amount, and the luminous flux which passes 
through the diaphragm to be received by the light-receiving 
element becomes an effective received light amount. 
0.161 In an optical system which does not use a dia 
phragm, all of the light that is emitted from the light 
emitting element toward the reflection Surface contributes to 
the detection characteristic. Hence, if the position of the 
light-emitting element deviates from a predetermined posi 
tion, the amount of light impinging upon the reflection 
Surface fluctuates, deviations occur in the optical axis of the 
System, and as a result, irregularities arise in the detection 
characteristic. 

0162 FIG. 17A and FIG. 17B are schematics for illus 
trating an example of a Surface mounted element. The 
Surface mounted element is constituted Such that a light 
emitting body (or light receiving body) 938 is attached to a 
main body portion 939, and the light emitting body (or light 
receiving body) is covered by a lens portion 937. In the case 
of a Surface mounted light-emitting element, light emitted 
from the light emitting body 938 is generated to the outside 
uniformly through the lens portion 937. In the case of a 
Surface mounted light-receiving element, reflection light that 
is emitted from the light-emitting element and reflected by 
the detection object is received through the lens portion 937, 
whereupon the reflection light is detected by the light 
receiving body 938. 

0163 FIG. 18A to FIG. 18D are schematics for illus 
trating a positional relationship between the lens portion 937 
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of a surface mounted element and a diaphragm 936. In the 
case of a light-emitting element, it is important to ensure that 
the amount of light impinging on the reflection Surface from 
the light-emitting element is maintained at a constant level 
without fluctuations, and hence the use of a diaphragm may 
be considered. A case in which the diaphragm 936 shown in 
FIG. 18A is disposed in front of a surface mounted light 
emitting element having a spherical lens Such as that of FIG. 
17A and FIG. 17B will be considered. Note that a dia 
phragm having a circular form is employed, but the dia 
phragm may take another form. 
0164 FIG. 18B shows a state in which the optical axis of 
the light-emitting element (in most cases, the central axis of 
the lens) and the center of the diaphragm align. In this state, 
light is emitted from the entire croSS Section of the dia 
phragm, and hence a desired amount of light can be 
extracted from the light-emitting element in accordance with 
the diameter of the diaphragm. 
0.165 FIG. 18C shows a case in which the light-emitting 
element deviates to the right Side of the diaphragm. In the 
state shown in FIG. 18C, similarly to that shown in FIG. 
18B, light is emitted from the entire cross section of the 
diaphragm, and hence a desired amount of light can be 
extracted from the light-emitting element in accordance with 
the diameter of the diaphragm. 
0166 However, if the light-emitting element deviates 
further to the right Side, the croSS Section from which light 
is emitted becomes Smaller than the croSS Section of the 
diaphragm, as shown in FIG. 18D, leading to the occurrence 
of So-called "shading, and hence a desired amount of light 
cannot be obtained. By Setting the diameter of the diaphragm 
to be smaller than the diameter of the lens of the light 
emitting element, a predetermined amount of light passing 
through the diaphragm can be maintained at a constant level 
even when the element deviates between the states of FIG. 
18B and FIG. 18C. 

0167 Similar can be the of a light-receiving element. 
Light emitted from the light-emitting element is specularly 
reflected or diffused on the reflection Surface, whereupon a 
predetermined amount of reflection light passes through the 
diaphragm in front of the light-receiving element. If the 
positions of the diaphragm and light-receiving element are 
aligned accurately, then a predetermined amount of light is 
received in the light-receiving element without problems, as 
shown in FIG. 18A.. Even if the position of the light 
receiving element deviates, as long as the deviation is within 
the range of FIG. 18B to FIG. 18C, the amount of light 
passing through the diaphragm can be received in the 
light-receiving element in its entirety. By providing the 
diaphragm in this manner, positional deviation can be per 
mitted within a wide range in which shading does not occur. 
0168 As described above, positional deviation of the 
light-emitting element or light-receiving element can be 
absorbed by a diaphragm. In other words, irregularities in 
the precision of mounting position determination occurring 
when a device is mounted onto a Substrate can be absorbed 
as long as the positional relationship between the Surface 
mounted element and diaphragm is within the range between 
FIG. 18B and FIG. 18C in which shading caused by device 
mounting irregularities does not occur. 
0169. A process in which irregularities in the mounting 
positioning precision are td will be considered. It is 
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assumed that the lens diameter of the mounted element is 
Rd, and the diaphragm diameter is RS. The relationship of 
Rd and Rs for satisfying FIG. 18B is RddRs. If the shading 
margin in FIG. 18C is set as the maximum mounting 
irregularity value, then shading does not occur. RS is also Set 
to satisfy Rs.<Rd-2 d in consideration of the fact that 
positional deviation may also occur in the opposite direc 
tion. In So doing, light emitted from the light-emitting 
element passes through the diaphragm without shading even 
when irregularity is at its maximum value, and the amount 
of reflection light that passes through the diaphragm is able 
to enter the light-receiving element without shading. AS a 
result, irregularities in the optical characteristic of the Sensor 
due to mounting irregularities can be reduced. 

0170 As a result of research performed by the present 
inventors, it was ascertained that when an optical Sensor is 
constructed using a Surface mounted light-emitting element 
with a lens diameter of 2 mm, mounting can be performed 
with a precision of t0.2 mm of production line mounting 
irregularity. Hence if the diameter of the diaphragm in the 
light-emitting element is designed to be Smaller than 
2-20.2 mm, or in other words no more than 1.6 mm, 
mounting irregularities can be absorbed by the diaphragm. 
In light of further evaluations as to whether the amount of 
light from the light-emitting element is appropriate and So 
on, the diameter of the diaphragm in the light-emitting 
element was Set at 1.2 mm. 

0171 Further, a Surface mounted light-receiving element 
in which both the light-receiving element and the lens 
diameter are 2 mm was Selected, and hence mounting 
irregularities can be absorbed by designing the diaphragm of 
the light-receiving element to be no more than 1.6 mm. To 
achieve an improvement in light receiving efficiency, the 
diaphragm of the light-receiving element was set at 1.4 mm, 
which is wider than that of the light-emitting element. 

0172. When attempting to obtain an even more precise 
detection characteristic, the manner in which characteristics 
unique to the elements affect the detection characteristic can 
be considered. Various types of light-emitting element and 
light-receiving element exist, Such as those with wide direc 
tivity, narrow directivity, Sensitivity distribution, and So on. 
When a light-emitting element with extremely narrow direc 
tivity, for example, is used Such that the optical output at the 
center of the element is as Strong as possible, in an optical 
System using a diaphragm variation in the amount of light 
passing through the diaphragm can be a cause of irregulari 
ties even when Shading does not occur. It is therefore 
preferable to combine an element in which the optical 
intensity in the traveling direction of the light is uniform as 
the light-emitting element, and an element in which the light 
receiving Sensitivity is uniform as the light-receiving ele 
ment. When Such a combination is used, the amount of light 
emitted from the light-emitting element to pass through the 
diaphragm can be maintained at a constant level even when 
mounting irregularities occur, and a uniform light receiving 
characteristic can be obtained regardless of the part of the 
light-receiving element in which light is received. Thus an 
optical Sensor with even higher precision can be realized. 

0173 FIG. 19 is a schematic of an example of the optical 
sensor 1030. FIG. 19 is a perspective view seen from the 
upper portion of the Sensor of a State in which the Surface 
mounted light-emitting element 931, the first light-receiving 
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element 932 for receiving specular reflection light, and a 
second light-receiving element 933 for receiving diffuse 
reflection light are mounted on a substrate 934 and covered 
from above with a resin case 942. A resin material which 
does not transmit light (LED light or disturbance light) is 
preferable as the resin material of the resin case 942, and 
hence a black polycarbonate or the like is used. An arrow S 
indicates the detection direction of the Psensor 1030. 

0.174 Position alignment of the respective diaphragms 
936a, 936b of the surface mounted light-emitting element 
931 and first light-receiving element 932 that are mounted 
on the substrate 934 is realized by fitting the resin case 942 
which has been Subjected to diaphragm processing So as to 
block disturbance light onto the Substrate 934. As well as the 
diaphragms 936a, 936b, the resin case 942 is provided with 
a light-shielding wall 935 with the function of blocking light 
in the interior of the case (preventing cross-talk), and a 
projection 943 for engaging with the substrate 934. Position 
alignment between the Substrate, or in other words the 
Surface mounted elements, and the resin case is performed 
by fitting the projection 943 into a positioning hole in the 
substrate 934. Since the diaphragms 936a, 936b are also 
provided in the resin case 942, positioning of the Surface 
mounted elements and diaphragms can be performed easily 
using this method. In the case of an optical System using a 
lens 945 as in the drawing, the lens 945, diaphragms 936a, 
936b, and resin case 942 can be integrated by applying 
processing of the lens 945 or positioning processing of the 
lens 945 to the resin case 942. In so doing, positioning of the 
Surface mounted elements can be realized through position 
ing of the Substrate and case. 

0175 FIG. 20A and FIG. 20B are cross sections of the 
Substrate 934 and P Sensor 1030. FIG. 20A is a sectional 
view of the Psensor 1030 in the vicinity of the light-emitting 
element 931. It can be seen that the diaphragm 936a is 
constituted with a Smaller diameter than the light-emitting 
element 931, and hence the amount of light emitted from the 
light-emitting element 931 in the detection direction S is 
restricted. 

0176 FIG. 20B is a sectional view of the Psensor 1030 
in the vicinity of the first light-receiving element 932. It can 
be seen that the diaphragm 936b is constituted with a smaller 
diameter than the first light-receiving element 932, and 
hence the amount of reflection light which enters the first 
light-receiving element 932 from the detection direction S is 
restricted. 

0177 FIG. 21A and FIG. 21B are schematics for illus 
trating a method for fixing the resin case 942 and Substrate 
934. FIG. 21A illustrates a fixing method using thermal 
welding. In this method, the fitting projection 943 on the 
resin case 942 is fitted into the positioning hole in the 
substrate 934, and the projection 943 is subjected to thermal 
welding on the opposite side of the substrate 934 to the P 
sensor, whereby the resin case 942 and Substrate 934 are 
fixed together completely. FIG. 21B illustrates a fixing 
method in which the Substrate 934 is held between two resin 
cases 942. In this method, the projection 943 of a resin case 
942(a) on the upper face side of the substrate 934 and a 
projection of a resin case 942(b) on the lower face side of the 
Substrate are passed through the positioning hole of the 
substrate 934 such that the two cases are meshed together, 
and thus the resin case 942 is fixed to the Substrate 934. 
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0.178 FIG. 22 is a schematic for illustrating an example 
of assembly of the optical sensor 1030. Three Psensors 1030 
are used to perform reading of toner patterns on a photo 
sensitive body or transfer belt and detection of the toner 
adhesion amount, color deviation, and So on. Once the 
Surface mounted light-emitting element and light-receiving 
element have been mounted together with an optical Sensor 
driving circuit, the case is placed over. When Surface 
mounted elements are used as the light-emitting element and 
light-receiving element, the optical Sensor can be reduced in 
Size in comparison with cases in which lead type devices are 
used. Moreover, the number of manual processing Steps 
decreases, leading to cost reductions and improvements in 
productivity. 
0179 The image formation apparatus using an optical 
Sensor according to the Second embodiment described above 
comprises at least one light-emitting element 931 Serving as 
light emitting unit, and the light-receiving elements 932,933 
Serving as light receiving unit for receiving reflection light 
generated when incident light emitted from the light-emit 
ting element 931 is reflected by the photosensitive drum 5 
which is the illumination object. This image formation 
apparatus is constituted Such that at least one of the light 
emitting element 931 and light-receiving element 932 is 
surface mounted onto the printed board 934, and comprises 
on the light path between the Surface mounted elements and 
photosensitive drum a diaphragm 936 Serving as a light 
transmitting hole which is Smaller than the Surface area of 
the light path. 
0180 According to this constitution, by providing the 
diaphragm 936, in which no positioning precision irregu 
larities occur, on the light path in the illumination direction 
of the light-emitting element 931, the orientation of the light 
and amount of light with which the detection object is 
irradiated can be held at a constant level even when irregu 
larities occur within a predetermined range in the mounting 
position of the light-emitting element 931 on the substrate 
934 and in the light path. 
0181 Further, by providing the diaphragm 936, in which 
no positioning precision irregularities occur, on the light 
path of the reflection light that enters the light-receiving 
element 932, a constant detection result can be obtained for 
the reflected waves from the detection subject even when 
irregularities occur within a predetermined range in the 
mounting position of the light-receiving element 932 on the 
substrate 934. Also in the second embodiment, by means of 
a constitution in which RS and Rd satisfy a relationship of 
RS-Rd-2 d, where Rs is the diametrical length of the 
diaphragm 936, Rd is the diametrical length of a cross 
Section of the light path before passing through the dia 
phragm 936, and the margin of error in positioning precision 
when performing Surface mounting onto the circuit is td, 
irregularities in positioning precision during Surface mount 
ing can be absorbed even more reliably. 
0182 Also in the second embodiment, the optical inten 
sity of the light-emitting element 931 is uniform over the 
light emitting Surface thereof. By means of Such a consti 
tution, the detection object can be irradiated with illumina 
tion light having even fewer irregularities. 

0183 Also in the second embodiment, the optical sensi 
tivity of the light-receiving elements 932, 933 is uniform 
over the light receiving Surfaces thereof. By means of Such 
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a constitution, irregularities in the detection results for the 
Same reflection light can be reduced even further. 
0184 Further, in the second embodiment the light-emit 
ting element 931 and light-receiving elements 932, 933 are 
accommodated in a light-shielding resin case 942, and 
processing of the diaphragm 936 is applied to the resin case 
942. By means of Such a constitution, an optical Sensor 
which is capable of high-precision detection can be created 
easily. 

0185. Further, in the second embodiment the positioning 
projection portion 943 is provided on the resin case 942, and 
the positioning hole portion is provided in the printed board 
934 on which the light-emitting element 931 and light 
receiving elements 932, 933 are mounted. By fitting the 
projection portion 943 into the hole portion, the resin case 
942 can be fixed onto the printed board. By means of Such 
a constitution, positioning of the Sensor can be performed 
with a high degree of precision simply by providing a 
projection portion on the resin case. 
0186 Further, in the second embodiment the tip end of 
the projection portion 943 on the resin case 942 is thermally 
welded to the printed board 934. By means of such a 
constitution, the Sensor, which has been positioned with a 
high degree of precision, can be fixed to the printed board. 
0187. Also in the second embodiment, the resin case 942 
is provided with a two-component constitution. By dispos 
ing one of the resin cases 942a from above the printed board, 
and disposing the other resin case 942b from below the 
printed board 934, the printed board 934 is held between the 
resin case 942, and by meshing the resin case 942a on the 
printed board 934 and the resin case 942b below the printed 
board 934 together, the resin case 942 is fixed to the printed 
board 934. By means of such a constitution, the sensor, 
which has been positioned with a high degree of precision, 
can be fixed to the printed board. 
0188 According to the present invention, a meritorious 
effect is obtained whereby the range in which an adhesion 
amount of an object that does not specularly reflect light 
existing on an illumination object that does Specularly reflect 
light can be detected with good Sensitivity is expanded in 
comparison with the prior art. 
0189 Furthermore, according to the present invention, 
the optical Sensor can be used, for example, to detect the 
adhesion amount of an object which absorbs light or reflects 
light diffusely when the object adheres to the illumination 
object, to detect the adhesion position of Such an object, and 
So on from the detection result of at least one of the Specular 
reflection light and diffuse reflection light. 
0190. Moreover, according to the present invention, the 
Surface area of the part of the illumination object that does 
not contribute to the Specular reflection light that is received 
by the first light receiving unit can be brought Sufficiently 
close to the Surface area of the part of the illumination object 
that is actually occupied by the object transferred to the 
illumination object. In other words, the shadow factor can be 
reduced. Hence, even large adhesion amounts of the object 
can be detected with Sufficient Sensitivity, and the range in 
which the adhesion amount can be detected with good 
Sensitivity expands. 
0191) Furthermore, according to the present invention, 
the angle formed by the center line of the incident light path 
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directly before the illumination object and the center line of 
the Specular reflection light path directly after reflection on 
the illumination object can be narrowed without losing 
Sensitivity. 

0.192 Moreover, according to the present invention, there 
is no need to remove the light emitting unit and first light 
receiving unit from the illumination object, and hence the 
Sensitivity of the optical Sensor does not decrease. 
0193 Furthermore, according to the present invention, it 
is still possible to narrow the gap between Surface mounted 
optical elements even further, and thus to narrow the afore 
mentioned angle Sufficiently. 
0194 Moreover, according to the present invention, the 
angle formed by the Surface normal direction at the reflec 
tion point O of the illumination object 5 and the center line 
of the diffuse reflection light path La of the diffuse reflection 
light that is received by the Second light-receiving element 
33 can be narrowed. Thus, the light receiving efficiency of 
diffuse reflection light can be improved in comparison with 
that of the prior art, and the amount of diffuse reflection light 
received by the Second light receiving unit can be increased. 
0.195. Furthermore, according to the present invention, 
even if the amount of the toner is large, it is possible to detect 
the toner with a high Sensitivity. 
0196) Moreover, according to the present invention, a 
fixed amount of reflection light in a fixed orientation can be 
obtained from the illumination object, and thus irregularities 
in the light receiving Sensitivity of the light receiving unit 
can be Suppressed. 
0197) Furthermore, according to the present invention, 
irregularities in the light receiving Sensitivity of the light 
receiving unit can be Suppressed. 
0198 Moreover, according to the present invention, 
irregularities in the light receiving Sensitivity can be Sup 
pressed even when a certain amount of error occurs during 
Surface mounting, and hence any irregularities in the detec 
tion characteristic of a Sensor that can occur among the 
various components of an optical Sensor can be Suppressed. 
0199 Although the invention has been described with 
respect to a specific embodiment for a complete and clear 
disclosure, the appended claims are not to be thus limited but 
are to be construed as embodying all modifications and 
alternative constructions that may occur to one skilled in the 
art which fairly fall within the basic teaching herein set 
forth. 

What is claimed is: 
1. An optical Sensor comprising: 
at least one light emitting unit that emits a light; 
a first light receiving unit that receives specular reflection 

light from an illumination object when the light is 
incident on the illumination object with an incidence 
angle and Specularly reflected with a reflection angle; 
and 

a Second light receiving unit that receives diffuse reflec 
tion light from the illumination object when the inci 
dent light is diffusely reflected at the illumination 
object, wherein 

a Sum of the incident angle and the reflection angle is 25 
degrees or leSS. 
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2. The optical Sensor according to claim 1, wherein the 
Sum of the incident angle and the reflection angle is 20 
degrees or leSS. 

3. The optical Sensor according to claim 1, further com 
prising a traveling direction changing unit that changes a 
traveling direction of the light provided on at least one of 
incident light path and Specular reflection light path. 

4. The optical Sensor according to claim 1, wherein a light 
condensing member is provided on at least one of incident 
light path and specular reflection light path Such that optical 
axis of the light condensing member matches with center 
line of the at least one of the incident light path and the 
Specular reflection light path. 

5. The optical Sensor according to claim 1, wherein a light 
diffusing member is provided on the Specular reflection light 
path. 

6. The optical Sensor according to claim 1, wherein at 
least one of the at least one light emitting unit and the first 
light receiving unit is formed by a Surface mounted optical 
means in which an optical element is Surface mounted on a 
Substrate. 

7. The optical Sensor according to claim 1, wherein the at 
least one light emitting unit and the first light receiving unit 
are Sealed in a Single package. 

8. The optical Sensor according to claim 1, wherein a spot 
Size of the light from the at least one light emitting unit is 
larger than a spot size of the Specular reflection light entering 
the first light receiving unit. 

9. The optical Sensor according to claim 1, wherein the 
Second light receiving unit is disposed outside of a virtual 
plane including incident light path along which the light 
from the light emitting unit travels to the illumination object 
and the Specular reflection light path along which the 
Specular reflection light travels to the first light receiving 
unit. 

10. An optical Sensor comprising: 

at least one light emitting unit that emits a light; 
a first light receiving unit that receives Specular reflection 

light from an illumination object when the light is 
incident on the illumination object with an incidence 
angle and Specularly reflected with a reflection angle; 
and 

a Second light receiving unit that receives diffuse reflec 
tion light from the illumination object when the inci 
dent light is diffusely reflected at the illumination 
object, wherein 

a light condensing member is provided on at least one of 
incident light path along which the light from the light 
emitting unit travels to the illumination object, a specu 
lar reflection light path along which the Specular reflec 
tion light travels to the first light receiving unit, and 
diffuse reflection light path along which the diffuse 
reflection light travels to the Second light receiving 
unit. 

11. The optical Sensor according to claim 10, wherein the 
light condensing member is provided on both the incident 
light path and the Specular reflection light path. 

12. The optical Sensor according to claim 10, wherein, the 
light condensing member is disposed to Satisfy following 
equation 
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where a is a distance from a start point of the at least one 
light path to the light condensing member, b is a 
distance from the light condensing member to an end 
point of the at least one light path, and f is a focal 
distance of the light condensing member. 

13. The optical Sensor according to claim 10, wherein a 
light diffusing member is provided on the Specular reflection 
light path. 

14. The optical Sensor according to claim 10, wherein a 
Surface of at least one of the light condensing member and 
the light diffusing member on a side opposite to the illumi 
nation object is a flat Surface. 

15. The optical sensor according to claim 10, wherein the 
at least one light emitting unit and the first light receiving 
unit are Sealed in a single package. 

16. The optical Sensor according to claim 10, wherein a 
Spot size of the light from the at least one light emitting unit 
is larger than a spot size of the Specular reflection light 
entering the first light receiving unit. 

17. The optical sensor according to claim 10, wherein the 
Second light receiving unit is disposed outside of a virtual 
plane including incident light path along which the light 
from the light emitting unit travels to the illumination object 
and the Specular reflection light path along which the 
Specular reflection light travels to the first light receiving 
unit. 

18. An optical Sensor comprising: 

at least one light emitting unit that emits a light; 

a first light receiving unit that receives specular reflection 
light from an illumination object when the light is 
incident on the illumination object with an incidence 
angle and Specularly reflected with a reflection angle; 
and 

a Second light receiving unit that receives diffuse reflec 
tion light from the illumination object when the inci 
dent light is diffusely reflected at the illumination 
object, wherein 

the at least one of the at least one light emitting unit and 
the first light receiving unit is formed by a Surface 
mounted optical means in which an optical element is 
Surface mounted on a Substrate. 

19. The optical sensor according to claim 18, wherein the 
at least one light emitting unit and the first light receiving 
unit are Sealed in a single package. 

20. The optical Sensor according to claim 18, wherein an 
optical element of the at least one light emitting unit and an 
optical element of the first light receiving unit are mounted 
on opposite Surfaces of Same Substrate. 

21. The optical Sensor according to claim 18, wherein 

both the at least one light emitting unit and the first light 
receiving unit are formed by the Surface mounted 
optical means, 

an optical element of the at least one light emitting unit 
and an optical element of the first light receiving unit 
are Surface mounted on a same Surface of Same Sub 
Strate, and 

a light-shielding means is provided on a virtual line 
connecting the optical elements. 
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22. The optical Sensor according to claim 18, wherein 
both the at least one light emitting unit and the first light 

receiving unit are formed by the Surface mounted 
optical means, 

an optical element of the at least one light emitting unit 
and an optical element of the first light receiving unit 
are Surface mounted on a same Surface of Same Sub 
Strate, and 

a through hole is provided in a Surface of the Substrate on 
a virtual line connecting the optical elements. 

23. The optical Sensor according to claim 18, wherein 
elements mounted on the Surface mounted optical means are 
laid out not to block a light path. 

24. The optical Sensor according to claim 18, wherein 
elements of the Surface mounted optical means are Surface 
mounted on the Substrate opposite to a light path. 

25. The optical Sensor according to claim 18, wherein a 
Spot size of the light from the at least one light emitting unit 
is larger than a spot size of the Specular reflection light 
entering the first light receiving unit. 

26. The optical Sensor according to claim 18, wherein the 
Second light receiving unit is disposed outside of a virtual 
plane including incident light path along which the light 
from the light emitting unit travels to the illumination object 
and the Specular reflection light path along which the 
Specular reflection light travels to the first light receiving 
unit. 

27. An optical sensor comprising: 
at least one light emitting unit that emits a light; 
a first light receiving unit that receives Specular reflection 

light from an illumination object when the light is 
incident on the illumination object with an incidence 
angle and Specularly reflected with a reflection angle; 
and 

a Second light receiving unit that receives diffuse reflec 
tion light from the illumination object when the inci 
dent light is diffusely reflected at the illumination 
object, wherein 

the Second light receiving unit is disposed outside of a 
Virtual plane including incident light path along which 
the light from the light emitting unit travels to the 
illumination object and the Specular reflection light 
path along which the Specular reflection light travels to 
the first light receiving unit. 

28. The optical Sensor according to claim 27, wherein 
both an optical element of the at least one light emitting 

unit and an optical element of the first light receiving 
unit are mounted on Same Surface of a Substrate, and 

an optical element of the Second light receiving unit is 
mounted on a Surface of the Substrate opposite to the 
Same Surface. 

29. The optical Sensor according to claim 27, wherein a 
lead wire of the optical element of the Second light receiving 
unit is soldered to the Substrate. 

30. The optical sensor according to claim 27, wherein 
a casing is provided Surrounding an area of diffuse reflec 

tion light path along which diffuse reflection light 
travels, the area near the Second light receiving unit, 
and 
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a reflection Surface that reflects the diffuse reflection light 
is provided on an inner wall of the casing. 

31. The optical Sensor according to claim 27, wherein 
a casing is provided Surrounding an area of diffuse reflec 

tion light path along which diffuse reflection light 
travels, the area near the Second light receiving unit, 
and 

a light transmitting member is provided at an inlet open 
ing for the diffuse reflection light to enter the casing. 

32. An image formation apparatus comprising: 
an image carrier having a Surface that specularly reflects 

a light; 

a toner image forming unit that forms a toner image on the 
image carrier, 

an optical Sensor that detects an amount of toner transfer 
when the toner image forming unit transferS toner to the 
image carrier to form the toner image, and 

an image density control unit that controls an image 
density based on a result of detection by the optical 
Sensor, wherein the optical Sensor includes 
at least one light emitting unit that emits a light; 
a first light receiving unit that receives specular reflec 

tion light from an illumination object when the light 
is incident on the illumination object with an inci 
dence angle and Specularly reflected with a reflection 
angle, and 

a Second light receiving unit that receives diffuse 
reflection light from the illumination object when the 
incident light is diffusely reflected at the illumination 
object, wherein 

a Sum of the incident angle and the reflection angle is 
25 degrees or leSS. 

33. The image formation apparatus according to claim 32, 
wherein a weight average particle diameter of the toner is 8 
micrometers or less. 

34. The image formation apparatus according to claim 32, 
wherein an average roundness of the toner is 0.93 or more. 

35. An image formation apparatus comprising: 

an image carrier having a Surface that specularly reflects 
a light; 

a toner image forming unit that forms a toner image on the 
image carrier, 

an optical Sensor that detects an amount of toner transfer 
when the toner image forming unit transferS toner to the 
image carrier to form the toner image, and 

an image density control unit that controls an image 
density based on a result of detection by the optical 
Sensor, wherein the optical Sensor includes 
at least one light emitting unit that emits a light; 

a first light receiving unit that receives specular reflec 
tion light from an illumination object when the light 
is incident on the illumination object with an inci 
dence angle and Specularly reflected with a reflection 
angle, and 
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a Second light receiving unit that receives diffuse 
reflection light from the illumination object when the 
incident light is diffusely reflected at the illumination 
object, wherein 

a light condensing member is provided on at least one 
of incident light path along which the light from the 
light emitting unit travels to the illumination object, 
a specular reflection light path along which the 
Specular reflection light travels to the first light 
receiving unit, and diffuse reflection light path along 
which the diffuse reflection light travels to the sec 
ond light receiving unit. 

36. The image formation apparatus according to claim 35, 
wherein a weight average particle diameter of the toner is 8 
micrometers or less. 

37. The image formation apparatus according to claim 35, 
wherein an average roundness of the toner is 0.93 or more. 

38. An image formation apparatus comprising: 
an image carrier having a Surface that specularly reflects 

a light; 
a toner image forming unit that forms a toner image on the 
image carrier, 

an optical Sensor that detects an amount of toner transfer 
when the toner image forming unit transferS toner to the 
image carrier to form the toner image; and 

an image density control unit that controls an image 
density based on a result of detection by the optical 
Sensor, wherein the optical Sensor includes 
at least one light emitting unit that emits a light; 
a first light receiving unit that receives specular reflec 

tion light from an illumination object when the light 
is incident on the illumination object with an inci 
dence angle and Specularly reflected with a reflection 
angle, and 

a Second light receiving unit that receives diffuse 
reflection light from the illumination object when the 
incident light is diffusely reflected at the illumination 
object, wherein 

the at least one of the at least one light emitting unit and 
the first light receiving unit is formed by a Surface 
mounted optical means in which an optical element 
is Surface mounted on a Substrate. 

39. The image formation apparatus according to claim 38, 
wherein a weight average particle diameter of the toner is 8 
micrometers or less. 

40. The image formation apparatus according to claim 38, 
wherein an average roundness of the toner is 0.93 or more. 

41. An image formation apparatus comprising: 
an image carrier having a Surface that specularly reflects 

a light; 
a toner image forming unit that forms a toner image on the 
image carrier, 

an optical Sensor that detects an amount of toner transfer 
when the toner image forming unit transferS toner to the 
image carrier to form the toner image; and 

an image density control unit that controls an image 
density based on a result of detection by the optical 
Sensor, wherein the optical Sensor includes 
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at least one light emitting unit that emits a light; 
a first light receiving unit that receives specular reflec 

tion light from an illumination object when the light 
is incident on the illumination object with an inci 
dence angle and Specularly reflected with a reflection 
angle, and 

a Second light receiving unit that receives diffuse 
reflection light from the illumination object when the 
incident light is diffusely reflected at the illumination 
object, wherein 

the Second light receiving unit is disposed outside of a 
Virtual plane including incident light path along 
which the light from the light emitting unit travels to 
the illumination object and the Specular reflection 
light path along which the Specular reflection light 
travels to the first light receiving unit. 

42. The image formation apparatus according to claim 41, 
wherein a weight average particle diameter of the toner is 8 
micrometers or less. 

43. The image formation apparatus according to claim 41, 
wherein an average roundness of the toner is 0.93 or more. 

44. An optical Sensor comprising: 
at least one light emitting unit that emits a light; and 
a light receiving unit that receives Specular reflection light 

from an illumination object when the light is incident 
on the illumination object with an incidence angle and 
Specularly reflected with a reflection angle, wherein 

a Sum of the incident angle and the reflection angle is 25 
degrees or leSS. 

45. The optical Sensor according to claim 44, wherein the 
Sum of the incident angle and the reflection angle is 20 
degrees or leSS. 

46. The optical Sensor according to claim 44, further 
comprising a traveling direction changing unit that changes 
a traveling direction of the light provided on at least one of 
incident light path and Specular reflection light path. 

47. The optical Sensor according to claim 44, wherein a 
light condensing member is provided on at least one of 
incident light path and Specular reflection light path Such 
that optical axis of the light condensing member matches 
with center line of the at least one of the incident light path 
and the Specular reflection light path. 

48. The optical Sensor according to claim 44, wherein a 
light diffusing member is provided on the Specular reflection 
light path. 

49. The optical Sensor according to claim 44, wherein at 
least one of the at least one light emitting unit and the light 
receiving unit is formed by a Surface mounted optical means 
in which an optical element is Surface mounted on a Sub 
Strate. 

50. The optical sensor according to claim 44, wherein the 
at least one light emitting unit and the light receiving unit are 
Sealed in a Single package. 

51. An optical Sensor comprising: 

at least one light emitting unit that emits a light; and 
a light receiving unit that receives Specular reflection light 

from an illumination object when the light is incident 
on the illumination object with an incidence angle and 
Specularly reflected with a reflection angle, wherein 
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a light condensing member is provided on at least one of 
incident light path along which the light from the light 
emitting unit travels to the illumination object, a specu 
lar reflection light path along which the Specular reflec 
tion light travels to the light receiving unit, and diffuse 
reflection light path along which the diffuse reflection 
light travels to the Second light receiving unit. 

52. The optical Sensor according to claim 51, wherein, the 
light condensing member is disposed to Satisfy following 
equation 

where a is a distance from a start point of the at least one 
light path to the light condensing member, b is a 
distance from the light condensing member to an end 
point of the at least one light path, and f is a focal 
distance of the light condensing member. 

53. The optical Sensor according to claim 51, wherein a 
light diffusing member is provided on the Specular reflection 
light path. 

54. The optical Sensor according to claim 51, wherein a 
Surface of at least one of the light condensing member and 
the light diffusing member on a side opposite to the illumi 
nation object is a flat Surface. 

55. The optical sensor according to claim 51, wherein the 
at least one light emitting unit and the light receiving unit are 
Sealed in a Single package. 

56. An optical Sensor comprising: 

at least one light emitting unit that emits a light, and 

a light receiving unit that receives Specular reflection light 
from an illumination object when the light is incident 
on the illumination object with an incidence angle and 
Specularly reflected with a reflection angle, wherein 

the at least one of the at least one light emitting unit and 
the first light receiving unit is formed by a Surface 
mounted optical means in which an optical element is 
Surface mounted on a Substrate. 

57. The optical sensor according to claim 56, wherein the 
at least one light emitting unit and the light receiving unit are 
Sealed in a Single package. 

58. The optical sensor according to claim 56, wherein an 
optical element of the at least one light emitting unit and an 
optical element of the light receiving unit are mounted on 
opposite Surfaces of Same Substrate. 

59. The optical sensor according to claim 56, wherein 

both the at least one light emitting unit and the light 
receiving unit are formed by the Surface mounted 
optical means, 

an optical element of the at least one light emitting unit 
and an optical element of the light receiving unit are 
Surface mounted on a same Surface of Same Substrate, 
and 

a light-shielding means is provided on a virtual line 
connecting the optical elements. 

60. The optical sensor according to claim 56, wherein 

both the at least one light emitting unit and the first light 
receiving unit are formed by the Surface mounted 
optical means, 
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an optical element of the at least one light emitting unit 
and an optical element of the light receiving unit are 
Surface mounted on a same Surface of Same Substrate, 
and 

a through hole is provided in a Surface of the Substrate on 
a virtual line connecting the optical elements. 

61. The optical Sensor according to claim 56, wherein 
elements mounted on the Surface mounted optical means are 
laid out not to block a light path. 

62. The optical Sensor according to claim 56, wherein 
elements of the Surface mounted optical means are Surface 
mounted on the Substrate opposite to a light path. 

63. An image formation apparatus comprising: 
an image carrier having a Surface that specularly reflects 

a light; 
a toner image forming unit that forms a toner image on the 

image carrier, 
an optical Sensor that detects an amount of toner transfer 
when the toner image forming unit transferS toner to the 
image carrier to form the toner image, and 

an image density control unit that controls an image 
density based on a result of detection by the optical 
Sensor, wherein the optical Sensor includes 
at least one light emitting unit that emits a light, and 
a light receiving unit that receives Specular reflection 

light from an illumination object when the light is 
incident on the illumination object with an incidence 
angle and Specularly reflected with a reflection angle, 
wherein 

a Sum of the incident angle and the reflection angle is 
25 degrees or leSS. 

64. The image formation apparatus according to claim 63, 
wherein a weight average particle diameter of the toner is 8 
micrometers or less. 

65. The image formation apparatus according to claim 63, 
wherein an average roundness of the toner is 0.93 or more. 

66. An image formation apparatus comprising: 
an image carrier having a Surface that specularly reflects 

a light; 
a toner image forming unit that forms a toner image on the 

image carrier, 
an optical Sensor that detects an amount of toner transfer 
when the toner image forming unit transfers, toner to 
the image carrier to form the toner image; and 

an image density control unit that controls an image 
density based on a result of detection by the optical 
Sensor, wherein the optical Sensor includes 
at least one light emitting unit that emits a light, and 
a light receiving unit that receives Specular reflection 

light from an illumination object when the light is 
incident on the illumination object with an incidence 
angle and Specularly reflected with a reflection angle, 
wherein 

a light condensing member is provided on at least one 
of incident light path along which the light from the 
light emitting unit travels to the illumination object, 
a specular reflection light path along which the 
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Specular reflection light travels to the light receiving 
unit, and diffuse reflection light path along which the 
diffuse reflection light travels to the second light 
receiving unit. 

67. The image formation apparatus according to claim 66, 
wherein a weight average particle diameter of the toner is 8 
micrometers or less. 

68. The image formation apparatus according to claim 66, 
wherein an average roundness of the toner is 0.93 or more. 

69. An image formation apparatus comprising: 
an image carrier having a Surface that specularly reflects 

a light; 
a toner image forming unit that forms a toner image on the 
image carrier, 

an optical Sensor that detects an amount of toner transfer 
when the toner image forming unit transferS toner to the 
image carrier to form the toner image; and 

an image density control unit that controls an image 
density based on a result of detection by the optical 
Sensor, wherein the optical Sensor includes 
at least one light emitting unit that emits a light; and 
a light receiving unit that receives specular reflection 

light from an illumination object when the light is 
incident on the illumination object with an incidence 
angle and Specularly reflected with a reflection angle, 
wherein 

the at least one of the at least one light emitting unit and 
the first light receiving unit is formed by a Surface 
mounted optical means in which an optical element 
is Surface mounted on a Substrate. 

70. The image formation apparatus according to claim 69, 
wherein a weight average particle diameter of the toner is 8 
micrometers or less. 

71. The image formation apparatus according to claim 69, 
wherein an average roundness of the toner is 0.93 or more. 

72. An optical Sensor comprising: 
at least one light emitting unit that emits a light, and 
at least one light receiving unit that receives Specular 

reflection light from an illumination object when the 
light is incident on the illumination object with an 
incidence angle and Specularly reflected with a reflec 
tion angle, wherein 

at least one of the at least one light emitting unit and the 
at least one light receiving unit is Surface mounted onto 
a circuit board, and 

a hole forming member that forms a light transmitting 
hole is provided on a light path between at least one of 
the at least one light emitting unit and the at least one 
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light receiving unit and the illumination object, a croSS 
Section of the light transmitting hole is Smaller a croSS 
Section of the light path. 

73. The optical Sensor according to claim 72, wherein, 
when a diameter of croSS Section of the light transmitting 
hole is RS, a diameter of the croSS Section of the light path 
before light passes through the light transmitting hole is Rd, 
Rs and Rd satisfy the following inequality 

where d is a margin of error in positioning precision when 
performing Surface mounting onto the circuit board. 

74. The optical sensor according to claim 72, wherein 
optical intensity of the at least one light emitting unit is 
uniform over entire light emitting Surface. 

75. The optical sensor according to claim 72, wherein 
optical Sensitivity of the at least one light receiving unit is 
uniform over entire light receiving Surface. 

76. The optical sensor according to claim 72, wherein 
the at least one light emitting unit and the at least one light 

receiving unit are accommodated in a light-shielding 
resin case, and 

the light transmitting hole is formed on the resin case. 
77. An image formation apparatus comprising: 
an image carrier having a Surface that specularly reflects 

a light; 
a toner image forming unit that forms a toner image on the 

image carrier, 
an optical Sensor that detects an amount of toner transfer 
when the toner image forming unit transferS toner to the 
image carrier to form the toner image, and 

an image density control unit that controls an image 
density based on a result of detection by the optical 
Sensor, wherein the optical Sensor includes 
at least one light emitting unit that emits a light, and 
at least one light receiving unit that receives Specular 

reflection light from an illumination object when the 
light is incident on the illumination object with an 
incidence angle and Specularly reflected with a 
reflection angle, wherein 

at least one of the at least one light emitting unit and the 
at least one light receiving unit is Surface mounted 
onto a circuit board, and 

a hole forming member that forms a light transmitting 
hole is provided on a light path between at least one 
of the at least one light emitting unit and the at least 
one light receiving unit and the illumination object, 
a croSS Section of the light transmitting hole is 
Smaller a croSS Section of the light path. 
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